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Iridescent colours are colours that change with viewing or illumination

geometry. While they are widespread in many living organisms, most

evolutionary studies on iridescence do not take into account their full com-

plexity. Few studies try to precisely characterize what makes iridescent

colours special: their angular dependency. Yet, it is likely that this angular

dependency has biological functions and is therefore submitted to evolution-

ary pressures. For this reason, evolutionary biologists need a repeatable

method to measure iridescent colours as well as variables to precisely quan-

tify the angular dependency. In this study, we use a theoretical approach to

propose five variables that allow one to fully describe iridescent colours at

every angle combination. Based on the results, we propose a new measure-

ment protocol and statistical method to reliably characterize iridescence

while minimizing the required number of time-consuming measurements.

We use hummingbird iridescent feathers and butterfly iridescent wings as

test cases to demonstrate the strengths of this new method. We show that

our method is precise enough to be potentially used at intraspecific level

while being also time-efficient enough to encompass large taxonomic scales.

1. Introduction
Most interactions between organisms, whether between different species (inter-

specific) or different individuals of the same species (intraspecific), involve

communication. Communication can have different purposes (e.g. warning,

camouflage, display) and use different channels (e.g. olfactory, acoustic, visual)

[1]. In particular, colour is a specific kind of communication channel that can

be produced through two non-mutually exclusive mechanisms: pigmentary col-

ours are generated by the selective absorption of some wavelengths by special

molecules called pigments while structural colours are generated by the physical

interaction of lightwithmatter, causing dispersion, diffraction or interferences [2].

Among structural colours, iridescent colours change depending on the illumi-

nation or observation angle. They can be produced by interferences of light after

reflection by a thin-film or multilayer structure, or diffraction on a grating. Irides-

cent colours are present in many taxa, and particularly widespread among bony

fishes (Actinopterygii), insects, as well as some birds (see detailed review in

table 1 for studies on each one of these taxa). Iridescent colours seem to be

involved in many important biological processes [123] and their angular depen-

dency is likely under selection to produce complex visual signals [74,87,115,124].

In some cases, however, angular dependencymay be selected against [125]. In all

those cases, the study of the evolution of iridescent colours requires a precise

quantification of the angular dependency. However, the inherent physical com-

plexity of iridescent colours has hampered the development of quantitative

methods to fully describe them in the angle space.

& 2018 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.



We reviewed all studies that performed reflectance

measurements of biological samples with iridescent colours

produced by a multilayer or a thin-film structure in table 1.

We notice two main trends: (i) many studies measure irides-

cence at a single fixed angle (first row in table 1). In these

studies, authors generally remain cautious and warn they are

not attempting to measure angle dependency. However, the

multilayer or thin film producing iridescent colours may not

be parallel to the sample surface [67,80,96,102,109], and the

angle between them and the sample surfacemay vary between

species or even between individuals of the same species [105].

Hence, even though the angle of the measuring optical fibres

relative to the macroscopic is constant, the angle relative to

the structures is not. This jeopardizes any biological interpret-

ation of differences between samples because the effects of

many different parameters are intertwined.

(ii) Other studies take measurements at multiple angles but

fewattempt to precisely quantify angle dependency (‘Literature

review’ folder in electronic supplementary material). Even

when angle dependency is quantified, variables never stem

from a theoretical approach, which leads to a large diversity

of custom variables for each author. This heterogeneity in the

methods, variable naming and sign conventions has likely hin-

dered the spread of new concepts and results among

researchers working on iridescence in living organisms.

Osorio & Ham [110] and Meadows et al. [114] started

to address this heterogeneity in measurement methods and

advocated for the use of a goniometer to reliably measure

colour in a controlled angle configuration. However, they did

not propose a detailed protocol or statistical tools to studyangu-

lar dependency. Here, we use the optical laws that govern

iridescence to propose a set of parameters to characterize

angle dependency of brightness, hue and saturation of irides-

cent colours. Next, we confirm the validity of these equations

for complex biological structures using two highly different

groups of organisms well known for their iridescent colours:

Trochilidae (hummingbirds) and Lepidoptera (i.e. butterflies

and moths), including the iconic Morpho butterflies that

harbour large wings with bright iridescent blue colours. The

standard framework we propose here makes iridescent colours

comparable across taxa and across studies, opening up new

perspectives in the study of their biological functions.

2. Model

2.1. Choice of colour variables
Since we want to produce a general method that would not

depend on any specific vision system, we use variables directly

derived from spectra, without computing vision models. We

define brightness B as the average reflectance over a range

between the minimal (lmin) and maximal (lmax) wavelengths

(B2 in Montgomerie [126]), saturation S as the full width at

half maximum reflectance and hue H as the wavelength at

which reflectance is maximal (H1 in Montgomerie [126]).

These three variables are represented in figure 1 and are the

most common measures of brightness, hue and saturation in

studies about iridescence (see the literature review in the

electronic supplementary material).

2.2. Assumptions and equations
Our method relies on three assumptions that greatly simplify

the equations for brightness, hue and saturation in the angle

Table 1. Review of the methods used in the literature to study iridescent colours from multilayer or thin-film structures. The criteria we used for studies to be

included in the table were the following: (i) at least one quantitative reflectance measurement using a spectrometer, (ii) functioning with white light (no

monochromatic illumination), and (iii) the patch measured had to be described as iridescent in the article. A more detailed version of this table, with all angle

configurations and colour variables used for each study is available in the electronic supplementary material. The terms ‘constant illumination’, ‘constant

collection’, ‘constant angle bisector’ and ‘constant span’ are defined in figure 3d.

no. measurements fibre configuration (no. studies) birds arthropods others

single measurement single fixed angle (53) [3–33] [34–48] bony fishes [49]; mammals [50];

plants [51–54]

single measurement relative to the structure

orientation (6)

— [55–60] —

multiple

measurements

along a single

line

constant illumination (5) [61] [62–64] bacteria [65]

constant collection (2) [66] [67] —

constant angle bisector (16) [68–78] [79–83] —

constant span (16) [84–87] [88–96] bony fishes [97]; lizards [98,99]

multiple

measurement

lines

multiple constant illuminations (4) [100] [101,102] bacteria [103]

multiple constant collections (1) [104] —

multiple constant spans (1) [105] —

constant illumination and bisector (3) — [106,107] bacteria [108]

multiple illumination and bisector (1) — [109] —

constant illumination and span (3) [110,111] [112] —

constant span and bisector (6) [113–115] [116–118] gastropods [119]

constant illumination, span and bisector (4) [120,121] [102,122] —
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space. See appendix A for mathematical proofs of the

equations and the role of each one of these assumptions:

(1) Small angles (less than or equal to 308). Outside of this

range, the signal due to iridescence is often very low and

all that remains is the effect of the underlying pigments,

which can be measured through traditional methods.

For all thin films, and in some multilayers (depending on

chemical composition), it is possible to consider angles

up to 458, as illustrated in the electronic supplementary

material. This may help in producing more repeatable

parameter estimates. For instance, a 458 angle can corre-

spond to a viewer standing next to the viewed iridescent

patch illuminated from above. Many previous studies

have in this way mimicked the position of the bird relative

to the sun in their measurements [66,87,98,105,114,118].

(2) The orientation of the layers within the multilayer struc-

ture is affected by Gaussian noise. Many developmental

processes are controlled by a large array of independent

factors of small effect each, causing subsequent errors

to often be Gaussian (due to the central limit theorem).

This assumption is also empirically supported by the

results of Gur et al. [127], who looked at the orientation

of guanine crystals in neon tetra fishes (Paracheirodon

innesi) using wide-angle X-ray scattering. Fitting a

Cauchy distribution (fatter tail distribution) instead of a

Gaussian distribution yields similar values of parameter

estimates. For simplicity, we here only present the results

with Gaussian noise.

(3) Multilayers are ideal, i.e. the optical thickness (layer

thickness times optical index) of each layer is constant:

n1e1 ¼ n2e2. This is a common assumption [36,54,67,97,

107,119,128–130] which is thought to be valid for most

animal reflectors [131] because it produces the brightest

and most saturated signals with a minimal number of

layers (but see Schultz & Rankin [35] and Parker et al.

[132] for beetles, Kinoshita et al. [133] for neon tetra).

This set of assumptions allows us to formally derive simple

analytic expressions of brightness B, hue H and saturation S

(figure 1) in the angle space (Finc, Fcol). All variables used in

this study with their notations and their possible values are

listed in table 2 and illustrated whenever possible in figure 2.

B(Finc, Fcol) ¼ Bmax exp� ((Finc �Fcol)=2� t)2

2g2B
, (A 4 bis)

H(Finc, Fcol) ¼ Hmax cos gH
Finc þFcol

2

� �

(A 14 bis)

and

S(Finc, Fcol) ¼ Smax: (2:1)

Hereafter, we focus on brightness B and hue H because satur-

ation S is constant no matter the angle configuration. The

brightness B(Finc, Fcol) in the angle space is entirely defined

by three parameters: Bmax, t and gB. The tilt t is the angle

between the multilayer structure and the sample surface (as

illustrated in figure 2). Bmax is the maximum reflectance pro-

duced by the multilayer or thin-film structure, reached when

the fibres are placed in a symmetrical configuration relative to

the normal of the multilayer. gB is the parameter quantifying

the disorder in the alignment of the multilayer structure. This

disorder in the structure results in a reflected signal that is not

purely specular but instead contains a diffuse component,

meaning it can be seen at multiple angle configurations. For

this reason, from a macroscopic point of view, gB is correlated

with the angular dependency of brightness. Earlier studies

used a binary classification of iridescent colours depending

on the angle range at which the colour was visible (‘diffuse/

directional’ in Osorio & Ham [110], ‘wide-angle/flashing’

in Huxley [55], ‘limited view’ of Vukusic et al. [134]). This

classification is positively correlated with 1/gB.

The hue H(Finc, Fcol) in the angle space is defined by two

parameters: Hmax which is the hue at coincident geometry

(when using a bifurcated probe for example) and gH is the

angular dependency of hue.

The variations of brightness and hue in the angle space,

according to equations (A 4) and (A 14), respectively, are

represented in figure 3.

2.3. Angle and notation conventions
In the rest of this study, we measure the incoming light ray

angles (ui and Finc) counter-clockwise and the outgoing light

ray angles (ur andFcol) clockwise. For both incoming and out-

going angles, the origin is the normal to the structures (ui and

ur) or the normal to the sample (Finc and Fcol). These conven-

tions are represented in figure 2 where the direction of the

arrows on angles represents the positive direction. The tilt t cor-

responds to the angle between themultilayer and the surface of

the sample and is defined as t ¼ Finc 2 ui ¼ ur 2 Fcol (see

appendix A for more details about t). In other words, t is posi-

tive when the multilayer is tilted towards the illumination and

negative otherwise (i.e. t is measured clockwise).

3. Methods

3.1. Study system: hummingbirds and butterflies
We used hummingbirds and butterflies (more precisely some
Morpho and Papilio species) as study systems. Hummingbirds
make an ideal example to test our framework for numerous reasons.
First, they belong to a speciose family where all species are irides-
cent [135], which allows us to work on a large number of species
that diverged fairly recently [136]. Upon visual examination, they
display highly different types of iridescent colours, with either ‘dif-
fuse’ (usually on dorsal patches) or ‘directional’ (usually on facial or

hue H

Rmax

Rmax

brightness B

saturation S
2

wavelength (l)

re
fl

ec
ta

n
ce

 (
R

)

Figure 1. Graphical representation of the variables we used for hue H (wave-

length at peak reflectance Rmax; called H1 in Montgomerie [126]), brightness

B (average of reflectance over the wavelength range of interest; B2 in Mon-

tgomerie [126]) and saturation S ( full width at half maximum; no equivalent

in Montgomerie [126]). (Online version in colour.)
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ventral patches) iridescence (sensu Osorio & Ham [110]). In
addition, many species have highly tilted multilayers, providing a
good test case to estimate the tilt t [110,114]. Finally, most species

are available in large numbers inmuseum collections. We obtained
the authorization from the Muséum National d’Histoire Naturelle
to carefully cut feathers using surgical scissors. We selected one
male from 36 species, evenly distributed across the phylogeny,
from which we took feathers on two patches, one diffuse and one
directional (sensu Osorio & Ham [110]).

Because the exclusive use of hummingbirds as a test taxon for
a new method has been criticized in previous studies [86], we
also test our method on a very different group: butterflies. Butter-
flies are phylogenetically distant from birds and have different
structures producing iridescence. For these reasons, the fact our
method works in both taxa is a compelling argument for its uni-
versality. We used 17 butterfly species known to have multilayer
structures [101,137]. The full list of species we used for our
measurements is available in the electronic supplementary
material, for both hummingbirds and butterflies.

The method presented is also valid for whole specimens
(whole birds instead of plucked feathers, for example). We none-
theless opted for the use of single feathers to maximize
repeatability. Indeed, the precision of the goniometer measure-
ments relies on the fact that the sample is precisely located at the
centre of rotation of both fibres, which is more difficult to ensure
for whole specimens.

3.2. Reflectance measurements
We measured reflectance at various angles using a purpose-built
goniometer, following the recommendations of Meadows et al.

[114]. The light emitted by a xenon lamp (300W) over the 300–
700 nm range of wavelengths to which birds are sensitive [138]
was brought to the sample through an illuminating UV–visible
optical fibre collimated to get a 1mm light spot at normal illumina-
tion. Light reflected by the sample was then collected by a second
identical collimated optical fibre and conducted toward an Ocea-
noptics USB4000 spectrophotometer. This set-up allows for a
precise independent rotation of the illumination and the collection
fibres, necessary for the measurements of iridescent colours.

Table 2. List of parameters used in this study, with their domains of definition and their meanings.

symbol range meaning

ui [� p
2
; p

2
] incident light angle relative to the multilayer

ur [� p
2
; p

2
] reflected light angle relative to the multilayer

u1 [0; p
2
] angle between the incident ray and the interface between layers 1 and 2

u2 [0; p
2
] angle between the transmitted ray and the interface between layers 1 and 2

angle between the incident ray and the interface between layers 2 and 1

m N interference order/rank

B R
þ brightness at a given configuration

H [lmin; lmax] hue at a given angle configuration

S R
þ saturation at a given angle configuration

Bmax R
þ maximal brightness value (achieved for specular position)

t [� p
2
; p

2
] angle between the multilayer surface and the sample surface (¼tilt)

gB R
þ disorder of the layer alignment in the multilayer/angular dependency of brightness

Hmax [lmin; lmax] maximal hue value (achieved at normal incidence geometry)

gH R
þ angular dependency of hue

n C optical index of the material

e R
þ thickness of the layer(s)

Finc [� p
2
; p

2
] angle between incidence fibre and sample surface (measured counterclockwise)

Fcol [� p
2
; p

2
] angle between collection fibre and sample surface (measured clockwise)

const. R used to denote a constant whose value is not important for the calculations

normal to

the multilayer

illumination

light ray

macroscopic

sample surface

collection

light ray

t

normal to

the sample surface

e1

n1 n2 n1

e2
qi

qr

Fcol

Finc

Figure 2. Schematic of a tilted multilayer (angle between the multilayer and

the sample surface or tilt t ¼ 408) and incoming and reflected light rays

relative to the multilayer structure (with angles ui and ur, respectively)

and relative to the sample surface (with angles Finc and Fcol, respectively).

There is a relationship involving the tilt t between angles relative to the mul-

tilayer structure (ui and ur) and angles relative to the sample surface (Finc

and Fcol): ui ¼ Finc 2 t and ur ¼ Fcol þ t. The positive direction for

each angle is figured by an arrowhead. The multilayer is composed of an

alternance of two layers characterized by the optical indices n1 and n2
and their thicknesses e1 and e2. A schematic at a different scale, focusing

on the goniometer, is available in the electronic supplementary material.

(Online version in colour.)
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Our previous mathematical exploration (detailed in appendix
A.2) revealed that hue is constant along the Finc þ Fcol ¼ const.
line (constant span) and brightness along the Finc 2 Fcol ¼ const.
line (constant angle bisector), as illustrated in figure 3. We thus
only need to take measurements in two orthogonal directions: in
the direction Finc 2 Fcol ¼ const. to quantify hue variation and in
the directionFinc þ Fcol ¼ const. to quantify brightness variations.
Thiswill allowus to infer all parameters controlling hue and bright-
ness, and therefore to potentially compute all values of hue and
brightness in the entire angle space (Finc, Fcol).

The shape and size of the light spot on the sampledependon the
position of the illuminating fibre relative to the sample. As the angle
of illumination ui increases, the light spot becomes more and more
elongated, according to a ui cosine function. This means the
amount of light received by the spectrometer decreases when ui
increases, independently of sample characteristics. This can also be
empiricallyobservedby takingmeasurements of thewhite reference
(which is a Lambertian surface, i.e. reflectance does not depend on
the angle) at different angles. To control for this,we tookwhite refer-
ence measurements at several angle configurations (detailed in the
protocol below). The white standard for this study was an Avantes
reference tile WS-2. Because this is a diffuse (Lambertian) white
reference and because some iridescent colours are very directional

(i.e. all reflected light is focused in a single direction), it is expected
to sometimes get values of brightness that can be over 100%.

The detailed protocol we used for our measurements is simi-
lar to Waldron et al. [118] and inspired from Osorio & Ham [110]
and Meadows et al. [114]. A detailed walk-through of the
measurement protocol is presented in box 1, and a worked
example is available in the electronic supplementary material.

We repeated each measurement twice, on different days, by
two different experimenters for hummingbirds and butterflies.
We performed statistical analyses after the completion of the
measurement session to prevent experimenter bias.

3.3. Statistical analyses
As explained in the previous section, the angle configuration
changes the shape of the light spot and thus the total possible
amount of light collected by the collection fibre. To address this
issue, we first pre-processed spectra to normalize count data
using the appropriate reference white spectrum (script available
in the electronic supplementary material). Resulting csv files
were then imported in pavoR package [139]. Hue valueswere dis-
carded (i.e. converted to NA) when brightness was lower than 8.5%
because hue is not defined for black colours.
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Figure 3. Colour variables (a) brightness, (b) hue, (c) and (d) hue and brightness of an iridescent multilayer (with tilt t= 0) in the angle space relative to the

sample surface (Finc, Fcol). The colour lines in (d) indicate alternative bases: the angle space relative to the multilayer structure (ui, ur) in blue and (Finc þ
Fcol ¼ 0, Finc 2 Fcol ¼ t) in orange and illustrates the terms ‘constant illumination’, ‘constant collection’, ‘constant angle bisector’ and ‘constant span’ used in

table 1 and throughout this article.
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Iridescence parameters can be estimated using various
methods, including least-squares optimization and Bayesian non-
linear regression. We used a least-squares optimization as it is
more common in biological sciences. We tested the Bayesian
approach as well but it returned similar results and it is therefore
not presented here.

We used two indices to estimate the variability of the
parameters resulting from our method: (i) relative standard devi-
ation (RSD, also called coefficient of variation or CV) as the
standard deviation divided by the absolute value of the mean.
(Absolute) standard deviation (SD) is a common measure of
the noise in a dataset. RSD is a way to quantify the signal-to-
noise ratio. Because it is normalized by the mean value of the
parameter, it is dimensionless and can be compared between
parameters. It represents the precision of the experimental and
statistical framework and does not depend on the sample popu-
lation. (ii) Repeatability as the intra-class coefficient (ICC)
computed with the rptR package [140]. ICC assesses whether
the method allows one to discriminate individual samples
among the population by comparing intra- and inter-sample
standard deviation. ICC is therefore highly dependent on the
sample population and on the biological question.

RSD and ICC complement each other. A very precise method
can still lead to non-repeatable measurements if there is no varia-
bility in the population. Conversely, a coarse method can work
well enough to discriminate between samples and be repeatable
if the variability between samples is high.

4. Results and discussion
Spectra from measurement along the ‘constant span’ (Finc þ
Fcol ¼ 208) and ‘constant angle bisector’ (Finc 2 Fcol ¼ const.)

lines after correction by the appropriate white reference are

displayed in figure 4 for the iridescent blue of the breast of

the hummingbird Heliomaster furcifer. We also show values

of hue H and brightness B along these two measurement

lines as well as the result from parameter estimation.

4.1. Relative error and repeatability
Variability and repeatability results are summarized in table 3.

We find low values of RSD for hue-related variables for both

hummingbirds and butterflies, indicating that our framework

provides precise estimations of parameters. For brightness-

related parameters, RSD is higher, as is usually the case, even

for non-iridescent colours [141–143]. Despite relatively high

RSD, all values for brightness remain repeatable, expected tilt

t for butterflies because of a low inter-species variability, as

demonstrated by the low value of SD.

4.2. Correlation between parameters
4.2.1. Correlation between Bmax and gB
Madsen et al. [105] noticed a negative relationship between

brightness angular dependency and maximum brightness.

From an evolutionary point of view, this means there is a

trade-off between the signal brightness at a given angle and

the range of angle at which it is not black (i.e. directionality

sensu Osorio & Ham [110]).

This correlation can also be proved theoretically. Indeed,

the total energy of light that is reflected by the sample

cannot exceed the received light energy. In other words, if

absorption is similar across samples, the total brightness

reflected in all directions is constant across samples:

ð ð

B(Finc, Fcol) dFinc dFcol ¼ const: (4:1)

The value of this double integral is known (B(Finc, Fcol) is a

bivariate Gaussian function) and when we compute it,

we find

Bmax

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2pg2B

q

¼ const: (4:2)

Box 1. Measurement protocol.

(1) Move one of the two fibres of the goniometer to find the position where you get a signal of maximal intensity. This pos-

ition depends on the tilt t of the multilayer and is therefore different for every sample. Once this is done, this means the

angle bisector of the two fibres is close to the normal to the multilayer structure (red line in figure 2).

(2) While keeping the same angle bisector, take measurements at different angular spans (orange line Finc 2 Fcol ¼ t in

figure 3d ). These measurements will be used to estimate hue parameters. To have a sample size large enough for reliable

estimation and to stay at small angles, we recommend measurements at (Finc, Fcol) [ f(t þ 58, t þ 58), (t þ 108, t þ 108),

(t þ 158, t þ 158), (t þ 208, t þ 208), (t þ 258, t þ 258)g.
(3) Take measurements while keeping the angular span between the two fibres constant (e.g. Fcol 2 Finc ¼ 208) and moving

the angle bisector (if you cannot do this, because for example, one of your fibres is not mobile, see appendix B.2). This

will be used to estimate parameters related to brightness. We recommend three measurements on each side of the sup-

posed normal to the multilayer structure (seven measurements in total) and a span of 208: (Finc, Fcol) [ f(t 2 58, t þ 258),

(t8, t þ 208), (t þ 58, t þ 158), (t þ 108, t þ 108), (t þ 158, t þ 58), (t þ 208, t þ 08), (t þ 258, t 2 58)g. Depending on how

directional your sample is, it may be needed to increase the resolution of the measurement grid and only move the

angle bisector of 2.58 or 58 at each step.

(4) Take white reference measurements with the same angular spans as before but using the normal to the goniometer as

angle bisector (same measurements as in 2 but with t ¼ 08). If you have followed our advice for measurements, you

should now take white measurements at (Finc, Fcol)[ f(58, 58), (108, 108), (158, 158), (208, 208), (258, 258), (308, 308)g.
(5) Take white reference measurements with a constant span but various angle bisectors (same measurements as in 3 but

with t ¼ 08). If you have followed our advice of three measurements on each side to the supposed normal to the multi-

layer structure and a span of 208, you should now take white measurement at (Finc, Fcol)[ f( 2 58, 258), (08, 208), (58,

158), (108, 108), (158, 58), (208, 08), (25,2 58)g.
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Figure 4. Spectra (a,b) and corresponding values of brightness (c,d) and hue (e,f ) at different angle configurations for the breast patch of the hummingbird Heliomaster furcifer

along the Finc 2Fcol ¼ const. (a,c,e; data points with round shape) and Finc þ Fcol ¼ const. (b,d,f; data points with square shape) lines. Colours correspond to the

conversion of the spectra in human vision using the CIE10 visual system. As expected, brightness is constant when Finc 2Fcol ¼ const. and has a Gaussian shape when

Finc þ Fcol ¼ const. Conversely, hue has a cosine shape when Finc 2Fcol ¼ const. and is constant when Finc þ Fcol ¼ const. The red lines correspond to the fit

of the functions after parameter estimation, with the values of the parameters. The R script to produce this figure is available in electronic supplementary material.

Table 3. Repeatability (ICC with likelihood ratio and permutation p-values) and standard deviations (SD and RSD) of iridescence parameters for hummingbirds

and butterflies.

taxon variable param. mean SD RSD (%) ICC p (likel.) p (perm.)

hummingbirds brightness Bmax 36.60 47.54 14.79 0.947 ,0.0001 0.001

t 14.61 18.21 7.428 0.968 ,0.0001 0.001

gB 13.67 7.85 11.19 0.875 0.0009 0.002

hue Hmax 556.80 65.66 0.3004 0.997 ,0.0001 0.001

gH 0.64 0.18 2.281 0.689 0.028 0.098

butterflies brightness Bmax 148.80 99.78 6.91 0.936 ,0.0001 0.001

t 2.94 4.83 32.96 0.268 0.18 0.098

gB 5.35 5.12 4.76 0.769 ,0.0001 0.004

hue Hmax 492.69 27.87 0.2484 0.993 ,0.0001 0.001

gH 0.73 0.14 2.993 0.853 ,0.0001 0.001
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and

Bmax /
1

gB
: (4:3)

We indeed find a positive correlation between Bmax and 1/gB
in the empirical data (F ¼ 147.0742, d.f. ¼ 1, p, 0.0001), illus-

trated in figure 5. We also notice an effect of the taxon

(butterflies or hummingbirds) on the slope of the correlation

(F1 ¼ 8.3198, p ¼ 0.0057). Because the link between Bmax and

1/gB was proven when ignoring absorption (equation (4.3)),

this may suggest that absorption is higher in hummingbirds

than in butterflies.

4.2.2. Correlation between angular dependency for hue gH and

other parameters.
Osorio & Ham [110] found that gH and gB are negatively corre-

lated among 15 bird species from different families. We do not

find support for such correlation for either the hummingbirds

or the butterflies (F1 ¼ 3.1994, p ¼ 0.074; figure in electronic

supplementary material). Additionally, as discussed later in

appendix B.3.2, many studies use variables that are correlated

to Hmax to quantify hue angular dependence. On the contrary,

we find that the parameters used in our method, Hmax and gH,

are not correlated (F1 ¼ 0.5167, p ¼ 0.47; figure in electronic

supplementary material).

5. Conclusion
Using both a theoretical and an experimental approach we

find that hue and brightness can be easily characterized for

all angle configurations using a set of five parameters (Hmax

and gH for hue; Bmax, t and gB for brightness). Additionally,

we show that a relatively small number of measurements is

sufficient to reliably estimate these parameter values. This is

made possible by the fact that hue is constant when the angu-

lar span between the two fibres remains constant (Finc 2

Fcol ¼ const.), and that brightness is constant for small

angles as long as the angle bisector remains in the same pos-

ition (Finc þ Fcol ¼ const.) (as illustrated in figures 3 and 4).

These properties have been previously noticed empirically

for hue H1 by Osorio & Ham [110] on 15 bird species sampled

from different families and Meadows et al. [114] on Calypte

anna. Without being formalized, it had been illustrated for

brightness in Eliason & Shawkey [104] and Stavenga et al.

[77] for B3 as well as Stavenga et al. [78] for B1.

Our contribution unlocks new perspectives for studies

on iridescent colours, such as the evolution of complex

visual signals leveraging angular dependency properties of

iridescent colours.

The proofs for the equation in this article are based on the

multilayer theory. However, it is possible that parts of it may

work for iridescence from diffraction gratings. Future studies

should aim at integrating iridescence from diffraction into

our framework. This would allow for a standard set of vari-

ables to describe iridescence, no matter its physical origin.

Further investigation is also required to assess whether

it is possible to relax some of the assumptions made in the

paper under certain conditions.
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Appendix A. Mathematical proof of the
equations

A.1. Brightness B in the angle space (Finc, Fcol)
For a perfectly regular multilayer, all the reflected signal is

focused in the specular direction, at an angle ur equal to the

incident angle ui. The brightness B is proportional to the

reflected signal intensity, meaning

B(ui, ur) ¼ B(ui) if ui ¼ ur
0 if ui = ur,

�

(A 1)

where B(ui) is defined by the Fresnel factor in the case of a

thin-film structure (equation and R code to compute the Fres-

nel factor available in the electronic supplementary material).

However, because we are dealing with small angles (assump-

tion 1), we can approximate B(ui) to a constant Bmax (as

illustrated in the electronic supplementary material):

B(ui, ur) � Bmax if ui ¼ ur
0 if ui = ur:

�

(A 2)

But because biological structures are not entirely flat, and

because the different layers of the multilayer structure are not

perfectly aligned, there is also some amount of light reflected

outside of the specular reflection (often referred asdiffuse reflec-

tion). We thus assume a Gaussian decay of the brightness B

around the specular position ui ¼ ur (assumption 2), controlled

0.1
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Figure 5. Correlation between Bmax and directionality 1/gB. The dots are the

data points. The lines show the result of the generalized linear model.

(Online version in colour.)
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by a parameter gB related to the disorder of the multilayer:

B(ui, ur) � Bmax exp� ((ui � ur)=2)
2

2g2B
: (A 3)

In the case of a perfectly regularmultilayerwith nodisorder,we

havegB ¼ 0 andwe findequation (A2). Conversely, ifgB ¼ þ1,

the brightness value is the same for all angle configurations,

which means we are dealing with a Lambertian surface.

Additionally, the multilayer structure is not always parallel

to the sample surface. It is the case, for example, for humming-

birds included in this study, as well as forMorpho butterflies in

Berthier et al. [67], for the rainbow stag beetle, Phalacrognathus

muelleri, structures describedbyEdo et al. [109], sixpieridbutter-

flies in Pirih et al. [102], 10 species of butterflies inWickham et al.

[80], and for six species of Heliconius butterflies in Parnell et al.

[96]. So the illuminating angle Finc and the collection Fcol at

themacroscopic scaledonot necessarilymatch ui and ur (as illus-

trated in figure2). Ifwedenote t theanglebetween themultilayer

surface and themacroscopic sample surface (called tilthereafter,

as in Madsen et al. [105] and Osorio & Ham [110]), we get

B(Finc, Fcol) � Bmax exp�
((Finc �Fcol)=2� t)2

2g2B
: (A 4)

Using equation (A4),weonlyhave threeparameters (Bmax, t and

gB) to estimate to be able to reconstruct all values of brightness B

in the angle space defined by (Finc, Fcol). The resulting

brightness in this space in plotted in figure 3.

A.2. Hue H in the angle space (Finc, Fcol)
We defined the hue H as the wavelength for which reflectance

is maximal. In the context of interferences, it is therefore the

wavelength for which reflected light interferes constructively.

For a regular multilayer, this happens when

mH(u1, u2) ¼ 2(n1e1 cos u1 þ n2e2 cos u2), (A 5)

where m is an integer (interference order), u1 is the angle

between the incident light ray and the multilayer structure

at the interface between layer 1 and 2, u2 is the angle between

the transmitted ray after going through the first interface

between layers 1 and 2 and the multilayer structure, n1 and

n2 are the optical indices of the layers, and e1 and e2 the thick-

nesses of the layers. The products n1e1 and n2e2 are often

called optical thicknesses of the layers 1 and 2 (respectively).

The relationship between u1 and u2 is given by Snell’s Law:

n1 sin u1 ¼ n2 sin u2: (A 6)

Because u1 [ [0; p/2], hue H increases when angle u1

decreases according to equation (A 5). This means a maxi-

mum value for hue Hmax is achieved when u1 ¼ 0 (in this

case u2 ¼ 0 as well because of Snell’s Law; equation (A 6)):

mHmax ¼ 2(n1e1 þ n2e2): (A 7)

We can replace n1e1 and n2e2 in equation (A 5) using

equation (A 7):

mH(u1, u2) ¼ mHmax( cos u1 þ cos u2)

� 2(n1e1 cos u2 þ n2e2 cos u1): (A 8)

By adding equation (A 8) and equation (A 5), we obtain

2mH(u1, u2) ¼ mHmax( cos u1 þ cos u2)

þ 2( cos u1 � cos u2)(n1e1 � n2e2): (A 9)

We consider here the case of an ideal multilayer, meaning

that n1e1 ¼ n2e2 (assumption 3). This allows us to simplify

equation (A 9) into

H(u1, u2) ¼ Hmax
cos u1 þ cos u2

2
: (A 10)

Because we are working with small angles (assumption 1),

Snell’s Law (equation (A 6)) can be approximated by

u2 �
n1
n2

u1 (A 11)

and

H(u1, u2) � Hmax
cos u1 þ cos (n1=n2)u1

2
: (A 12)

For small angles (assumption 1), this sum of cosine func-

tions can be approximated by a single cosine function with

twice the amplitude (numerical proof in the electronic

supplementary material):

H(u1, u2) � Hmax cos gHu1, (A 13)

where gH �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

(1þ (n1=n2)
2)=2

q

(after identification of the

coefficients of the second-order Taylor series expansions in

equations (A 12) and (A 13)).

This reasoning is valid for ideal thin-film structures and

multilayers and tells what happens at the specular position.

But as explained in the previous section, biological structures

are noisy and there is signal outside the specular position. As

previously, if there is signal, this means that there is a multi-

layer for which the position of the fibres is specular. And in

this case, we can apply equation (A 13) as well:

H(Finc, Fcol) ¼ Hmax cos gH
Finc þFcol

2

� �

: (A 14)

We only need two parameters (Hmax and gH) to plot all

hue values in the angle space (Finc, Fcol) as in figure 3. In

the case of non-iridescent colours, we have gH ¼ 0.

A.3. Saturation S in the angle space (Finc, Fcol)
A.3.1. Along the ‘constant span’ direction (Finc þ Fcol ¼

const.)
We know that along the Finc þ Fcol ¼ const. direction (con-

stant span), hue is constant (as shown in equation (A 14) and

figure 3b). Using a similar reasoning as in appendix A.1, we

find that the reflectance R for a wavelength l at a given angle

configuration (Finc, Fcol) is given by

R(Finc, Fcol, l) ¼ Rbisector(l) exp�
((Finc �Fcol)=2� t)2

2g2B
:

(A 15)

This means that reflectance spectra at all angle configurations

along the ‘constant span’ axis (Finc þ Fcol ¼ const.) can be

derived by scaling of the spectrum at another angle

configuration.

The saturation S(Finc, Fcol) is defined as the full width at

half maximum of the reflectance spectrum R(Finc, Fcol, l). Let

us callR the reflectance spectrum at a given angle configuration
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(F
pos1
inc , F

pos1
col ). Then the saturation S at this configuration is

S ¼ l1 � l2,

R(l1) ¼ R(l2) ¼
Rmax

2

and l1 . l2:

9

>

>

>

>

=

>

>

>

>

;

(A 16)

If the reflectance spectrum R0 at (F
pos2
inc , F

pos2
col ) is equal to R

scaled by a factor s, then the saturation S0 is

S0 ¼ l01 � l02,

R0(l01) ¼ R0(l02) ¼
R0
max

2

and l01 . l02,

9

>

>

>

>

=

>

>

>

>

;

(A 17)

where

R0(l01) ¼
R(l01)

s
,

R0(l02) ¼
R(l02)

s

and R0
max ¼

Rmax

s
:

9

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

=

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

;

(A 18)

From this, we find that

R(l02)

s
¼ R(l01)

s
¼ Rmax

2s
(A 19)

and

R(l02) ¼ R(l01) ¼
Rmax

2
: (A 20)

This means that l01 ¼ l1 and l02 ¼ l2. In other words, the full

width at half maximum is stable by scaling, which results in

the saturation S remaining constant along the Finc þ Fcol ¼

const. axis (constant span).

A.3.2. Along the ’constant angle bisector’ direction (Finc 2

Fcol ¼ const.)
Additionally, along the Finc 2 Fcol ¼ const. axis (constant

angle bisector), brightness is constant and only hue changes.

This means spectra are translations of one another. The full

width at half maximum is also stable by translation so the sat-

uration S remains constant along Finc 2 Fcol ¼ const. axis

(constant angle bisector).

A.3.3. In the general case
All points in the (Finc, Fcol) space can be reached by a combi-

nation of moves along the orthogonal ‘constant span’ (Finc þ
Fcol ¼ const.) and ‘constant angle bisector’ (Finc 2 Fcol ¼

const.) axes. We just showed the saturation S is constant

along these two axes so it is actually constant in the whole

(Finc, Fcol) space.

Appendix B. Comparison with other methods

B.1. Measurements at fixed angle configuration
The angle t between the multilayer structure and the normal

to the surface of the feather (tilt) is highly variable between

species of the same family (SD ¼ 19.368 in hummingbirds,

as reported in table 3). This is in agreement with Osorio &

Ham [110] who found tilt values t ranging from 2 208 to

408. Even if the angle configuration (Finc, Fcol) is constant

at the macroscopic scale, the configuration relative to the mul-

tilayer structure (ui, ur) may not be constant because of the

variation in the tilt t between samples. This means measure-

ments at fixed geometry cannot be compared between

samples. For this reason, we warn against measurements

of iridescent colours at a fixed angle, even when angular

dependency is not studied.

B.2. Parameter estimation using constant illumination
Some goniometers only allow for the rotation of the collection

fibre while the illumination fibre stays at a fixed position.

Measurements realized with a such protocol can still be used

with our method but this leads to a loss of statistical power.

If illumination is provided at a fixed angle Finc ¼ a:

B(Fcol) ¼ Bmax exp� ((a�Fcol)=2� t)2

2g2B

¼ Bmax exp� (Fcol þ 2t� a)2

8g2B
: (B 1)

So, B(Fcol) is still a normal function of Fcol with the same

maximum value Bmax but with parameters t* ¼ 2t 2 a and

gB* ¼ 2gB for mean and standard deviation, respectively.

Because the estimation of the parameters of a normal func-

tion through a regression is more reliable when the standard

deviation is low, using anything else than a fixed normal as

measurement line, such as a fixed illumination, to study

brightness parameters will result in less accurate values.

Additionally, depending on the exact value of a, it may

not be possible to have a fibre configuration where (a þ
Fcol)/2 ¼ t but the span between the fibres is still less than

908 (small angles assumption). In this case, data points

never reach the maximum Bmax, which makes parameter esti-

mation very unreliable.

Finally, the new value of the mean t* does not have a

direct biological and physical interpretation, as opposed to t

which is the tilt of the multilayer of thin-film structure.

For hue, if illumination is at fixed angle a

H(Fcol) ¼ Hmax cos gH
a

2
þ gH

2
Fcol

� �

: (B 2)

The equation for hue at fixed illumination has a shape

different from its general form depending on the span between

the fibres, (Finc þ Fcol)/2. There is a constant term in the cosine

function and the new term for hue angular dependency is

gH* ¼ gH/2. As we explain in the next section, the estimation

of the parameters is more reliable for high values of gH. For

this reason, the parameter estimation at fixed illumination

may not be as precise as along the Finc þ Fcol ¼ const. line.

B.3. Link with other variables of angular dependency

for hue
B.3.1. Linear regression
Linear regression instead of cosine regression to estimate Hmax

and gH is common [63,75,110,121]. Because the curvature of the

cosine function in equation (A 14), defining hue depending

on the angular span, is often small, we obtain congruent results

using either cosine or linear regression. However, this creates a

systematic bias where Hmax is more overestimated for samples

with larger angle dependency gH. Indeed, a linear regression
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overestimates more the intercept value as the curvature of the

function increases.

B.3.2. Difference between two angle configurations with the

same angle bisector
The difference in hue between two angle configurations is

sometimes used as a proxy for iridescence [71]. However, it

is problematic because it leads to a very high correlation

between hue and iridescence, as reported in Dakin & Mon-

tgomerie [66] (R2
. 0.95).

We can prove mathematically this linear correlation. Let us

focus on the difference between hueHpos1 at a given angle con-

figuration (F1
inc, F

1
col) and hueHmax at coincident geometry (i.e.

Finc þ Fcol ¼ ui þ ur ¼ 0). It follows from equation (A 14) that

defines the hue at any angle configuration that:

Hpos1 �Hmax ¼ Hmax cos gH
F1

inc + F1
col

2

� �

� 1

� 	

: (B 3)

From this equation, we see that if gH is constant or displays

low variability between samples,Hpos1 2 Hmax is proportional

to Hmax:

Hpos1 �Hmax /Hmax: (B 4)

We can apply the same reasoning and prove the differ-

ence Hpos2 2 Hmax between hue Hpos2 at (F2
inc, F

2
col) and

Hmax is proportional to Hmax:

Hpos2 �Hmax /Hmax: (B 5)

Thus (doing equations (B 4) and (B 5)), the difference in

hue between any two angle configurations (F1
inc, F

1
col) and

(F2
inc, F

2
col) is proportional to Hmax:

Hpos1 �Hpos2 /Hmax: (B 6)

This correlation between the two variables characterizing

hue in the angle space can lead to errors in subsequent stat-

istical inferences. On the opposite and as reported in §4.2.2,

the parameters proposed in this study (Hmax and gH) do

not have the same issue.

B.4. Link with other variables of angular dependency

for brightness
We are providing the following comparisonwith variables that

have been previously used in the literature to describe bright-

ness angular dependency. This means that values from

previous studies using these variables can still be used in a

meta-analysis or a discussion using our new variables Bmax, t

and gB. We however explain why they are less precise, less ver-

satile and/or more time consuming than those measured

under our unified framework.

B.4.1. Full width at half maximum and angular breadth
We have shown brightness is a Gaussian function of standard

deviation gB along the line of ‘constant span’ (Finc þ Fcol ¼

const. direction).Many studies previously characterized angular

dependency in this direction using the full width at half maxi-

mum (hereafter FWHM) [80,102,107,110,113]. For a Gaussian

function, there is an easy link between standard deviation and

FWHM:

FWHM ¼ 2g�B
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2 ln 2
p

¼ 4gB
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2 ln 2
p

� 4:71gB: (B 7)

Similarly, some studies use what they call angular breadth

[85,86,88–92,112], which they define as the range of angle

where brightness is higher than 3% of its maximum

(threshold at 10% for [112]):

ang: breadth ¼ 2g�B
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

4 ln 10� 2 ln 3
p

¼ 4gB
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

4 ln 10� 2 ln 3
p

� 10:59gB: (B 8)

We see that these variables are proportional to gB in

theory. However because they are computed from raw data,

without any pre-processing or curve fitting, they are more

sensitive to noise.

B.4.2. Hunter’s specular gloss and integrating sphere
Multiple studies [75,144,145] use Hunter’s gloss [146], defined

by the ratio of specular to diffuse reflectance. This method is

convenient because it can easily be achieved using an integrat-

ing sphere to capture the needed spectra in two measurements

only (one at specular position without the sphere and onewith

the sphere to capture diffuse and specular reflectance).

This is equivalent to keeping the illumination at a fixed

angle and measuring reflectance at all collection angles. We

already know the brightness at the specular position is

Bmax. The diffuse reflection is the integral on all angle con-

figurations of the brightness. Hence Hunter’s specular gloss

G using the notation defined in this study is

G ¼ Bmax
ÐÐ

B(Finc, Fcol) dFinc dFcol
: (B 9)

The integral of brightness for every angle configurations

is Bmaxg
�
B

ffiffiffiffiffiffi

2p
p

(integral of the normal with maximum Bmax

and standard deviation g�B), which gives

G ¼ 1

g�B
ffiffiffiffiffiffi

2p
p ¼ 1

2gB
ffiffiffiffiffiffi

2p
p : (B 10)

However, this is assuming the measurement of Bmax was

actually done at the normal to the multilayer (Finc þ Fcol)/

2 ¼ t. But there is no way to know whether it is the case with-

out doing several goniometer measurements with different

normal positions. Once this is done, gB can be estimated with-

out doing additional integrating sphere measurements.

B.4.3. Difference/quotient between maximum and another

position with the same span
Some studies [84,86,111] use the difference or the quotient

between thebrightness at the fibre positionwhere it ismaximum

and another position. With this approach, they find t and Bmax.

The difference or the quotient between these two pos-

itions can easily be linked to gB because we know that

B(Finc, Fcol) is a normal function of parameters t and gB.

However, this is very sensitive to noise and measurement

error because Bmax and t are estimated with only one data point

and gB (or its equivalent variable) with only two data points.
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Appendix C. Structural colours with pigmentary
component
The framework we presented here focuses on purely struc-

tural iridescent colours. However many colours integrate

both pigmentary and structural components [147,148].

If there is a pigmentary component, it adds constant term

Bpigment to brightness B:

B(Finc, Fcol) ¼ Birid þ Bpigment (C 1)

and

B(Finc, Fcol) ¼ Bmax exp� ((Finc �Fcol)=2� t)2

2g2B

þ Bpigment: (C 2)

This can easily be investigated using our protocol and

statistical framework. The only difference is that four par-

ameters (Bmax, t, gB and Bpigment) instead of three need to

be estimated by running a nonlinear regression on equation

(C 2) instead of equation (A 4).

There are cases where the structural and pigmentary

components of colour act on very different regions

of the light spectrum. This happens, for example, in

Colias eurytheme [62], where iridescence is restricted to

the UV region while the visible region colour is caused

by pigments. In this case, our method can be applied

directly by restricting the studied wavelength range to

the region of interest (this option is available in

the code provided in the electronic supplementary

material).
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Worked example and illustration of the numerical approximations Compiled on 2019-11-06

Preamble

This file contains the necessary code and instructions to reproduce our results published in the paper:

“Quantitative characterisation of iridescent colours in biological studies: a novel method using optical

theory”.

You can also get the code in a runable format by downloading the attached rmarkdown (*.Rmd) file.

suppressPackageStartupMessages(library(tidyverse))

theme_set(theme_minimal())

Detailed walkthrough of themethod on one example (Heliomaster

furcifer)

In this example, we focus on the iridescent feathers of the breast of the hummingbird Heliomaster

furcifer to desmontrate the method. In this specific example, we obtain good results by using angles

up to 45° but as stated in the manuscript, it may be necessary to restrict your analysis to angles lower

than 30° in some cases. We did not find any significant difference in parameters values when estimated

with angles≤ 30° and≤ 45° for hummingbirds and butterflies in our analysis.
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angle space (Φinc, Φcol), we thus need to take measurements along the orthogonal axisΦinc + Φcol =

cst.

1. Wemove one of the two fibres of the goniometer to find the position where we get a signal of

maximal intensity. This position depends on the tilt t of the multilayer and is therefore different

for every sample. Once this is done, this means the angle bisector of the two fibres is close to

the normal to the multilayer structure. In our case, we get this when the bisector between the

fibres is at 18°.

2. We takemeasurements while keeping the angular span between the two fibres constant (20°)

andmoving the angle bisector.

3. We name the files according to the following patternSPECIES_PATCH_PHIINC_PHICOL. All

files related to brightness estimation are in a folder named Brightness. So in our case, we

get 9 files named

Brightness/HELIFURC_BR_38_-18.jdx,

Brightness/HELIFURC_BR_33_-13.jdx,

Brightness/HELIFURC_BR_28_-8.jdx,

Brightness/HELIFURC_BR_23_-3.jdx,

Brightness/HELIFURC_BR_18_2.jdx,

Brightness/HELIFURC_BR_13_7.jdx,

Brightness/HELIFURC_BR_8_12.jdx,

Brightness/HELIFURC_BR_3_17.jdx,

Brightness/HELIFURC_BR_-2_22.jdx

Measurements for hue

Conversely, hue is constantwhen the spanbetween the two fibres is constant. To estimate the variation

of hue in the angle space, we therefore perform several measurements with different angular spans

but the same angle bisector.

1. We know keep the supposed normal of the multilayer as the fibre angle bisector and change the

span, producing 8 files

Hue/HELIFURC_BR_23_-13.jdx,

Hue/HELIFURC_BR_28_-8.jdx,

Hue/HELIFURC_BR_33_-3.jdx,

Hue/HELIFURC_BR_38_2.jdx,

Hue/HELIFURC_BR_43_7.jdx,

Hue/HELIFURC_BR_48_12.jdx,

Hue/HELIFURC_BR_53_17.jdx,

Hue/HELIFURC_BR_58_22.jdx
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White referencemeasurements

We need to take the samemeasurements as before but without any tilt, i.e.:

Brightness/WHITE_20_-20.jdx,

Brightness/WHITE_15_-15.jdx,

Brightness/WHITE_10_-10.jdx,

Brightness/WHITE_5_-5.jdx,

Brightness/WHITE_0_0.jdx,

Brightness/WHITE_-5_5.jdx,

Brightness/WHITE_-10_10.jdx,

Brightness/WHITE_-15_15.jdx,

Brightness/WHITE_-20_20.jdx

and

Hue/WHITE_5_5.jdx,

Hue/WHITE_10_10.jdx,

Hue/WHITE_15_15.jdx,

Hue/WHITE_20_20.jdx,

Hue/WHITE_25_25.jdx,

Hue/WHITE_30_30.jdx,

Hue/WHITE_35_35.jdx,

Hue/WHITE_40_40.jdx

Pre-processing spectral data

We now want to calibrate the spectra using the white reference at the correct angle. Below are a set of

functions to perform this step on .ProcSpec files.

For this example, we will work on the files provided in Data_HelFur.zip. We must therefore start

by decompressing the zip archive

unzip("Data_ESM.zip")

Here is a helper function modified from R package lightR (https://github.com/bisaloo/lightR) to

output a dataframe with the white reference, the black reference and the raw count data in separate

columns (instead of the processed normalised data):
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parse_jdx <- function(filename) {

content <- readLines(filename)

# According to the standard, all blocks must start and end

# in this way:

blockstarts <- grep("^##TITLE=", content)[-1]

blockends <- grep("^##END=", content)[-4]

blocktype <- content[blockstarts]

blocktype <- tolower(gsub(".+: ([[:alpha:]]+) SPECTRUM$",

"\\1",

blocktype))

get_data <- function(index) {

# Data is contained in lines that do NOT start with ##

data <- grep("^##", content[blockstarts[index]:blockends[index]],

value = TRUE, invert = TRUE)

data <- strsplit(data, ",")

data <- do.call(rbind, data)

}

scope_data <- get_data(which(blocktype=="processed"))

dark_data <- get_data(which(blocktype=="dark"))

white_data <- get_data(which(blocktype=="reference"))

data <- cbind(scope_data[,1],

dark_data[,2],

white_data[,2],

scope_data[,2])

colnames(data) <- c("wl", "dark", "white", "scope")

data <- data.frame(apply(data, 2, as.numeric))

data$processed <- with(data, (scope - dark) / (white - dark) * 100)

return(data)

}
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Let us pre-process the spectra for brightness parameters estimation first:

# List of files that DO NOT start with "W"

specfiles = list.files("Brightness", pattern = "^[^W].*\\.jdx$",

full.names = TRUE, recursive = TRUE)

file_phi_inc = sapply(strsplit(specfiles, "[[:punct:]]"),

function(x) as.numeric(x[[length(x)-1]]))

file_phi_col = sapply(strsplit(specfiles, "[[:punct:]]"),

function(x) as.numeric(x[[length(x)-2]]))

file_norms = (file_phi_inc - file_phi_col) / 2

preprocess_norms = function(file) {

file_infos = strsplit(file, "[/_\\.-]")[[1]]

norms = (as.numeric(file_infos[length(file_infos)-1]) -

as.numeric(file_infos[length(file_infos)-2])) / 2

species = file_infos[2]

whitefiles = list.files(path = "Brightness",

pattern = "^WHITE", full.names = TRUE)

white_phi_inc = sapply(strsplit(whitefiles, "[[:punct:]]"),

function(x) as.numeric(x[[length(x)-1]]))

white_phi_col = sapply(strsplit(whitefiles, "[[:punct:]]"),

function(x) as.numeric(x[[length(x)-2]]))

white_norms = (white_phi_inc - white_phi_col) / 2

specdf = parse_jdx(file)

whitedf = parse_jdx(whitefiles[which(file_norms==norms)])

cor = (specdf$scope - specdf$dark) /

(whitedf$scope - whitedf$dark) * 100

res = data.frame(wl = specdf$wl, cor)

write.csv(res, gsub("\\.jdx$", ".csv", file),
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row.names = FALSE)

}

sapply(specfiles, preprocess_norms)

We do the same for files used in estimation of hue parameters

specfiles = list.files(path = "Hue", pattern = "^[^W].*\\.jdx",

full.names = TRUE, recursive = TRUE)

preprocess_span = function(file) {

# Match all punct but spaces

file_infos = strsplit(file, "[/_\\.-]")[[1]]

span = as.numeric(file_infos[length(file_infos)-1]) +

as.numeric(file_infos[length(file_infos)-2]) + 180 - 720

species = file_infos[2]

whitefiles = list.files(path = "Hue",

pattern = "^WHITE", full.names = TRUE)

white_phi_inc = sapply(strsplit(whitefiles, "[[:punct:]]"),

function(x) as.numeric(x[[length(x)-1]]))

white_phi_col = sapply(strsplit(whitefiles, "[[:punct:]]"),

function(x) as.numeric(x[[length(x)-2]]))

white_spans = white_phi_inc + white_phi_col + 180 - 720

specdf = parse_jdx(file)

whitedf = parse_jdx(whitefiles[white_spans == span])

cor = (specdf$scope - specdf$dark) /

(whitedf$scope - whitedf$dark) * 100

res = data.frame(wl = specdf$wl, cor)

write.csv(res, gsub("\\.jdx$", ".csv", file),

row.names = FALSE)
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}

sapply(specfiles, preprocess_span)

Iridescence parameters estimation

suppressPackageStartupMessages(library(pavo))

library(tidyverse)

theme_set(theme_minimal())

This function extracts the colour variables we are going to use (H1 for hue andB2 for brightness).

get_colvar_folder = function(folder_path, wlim = c(300,700)) {

spectra_folder = suppressWarnings({

getspec(folder_path, sep = ",", ext = "csv",

subdir = TRUE, subdir.names = FALSE, lim = wlim)

})

spectra_folder = procspec(spectra_folder,

opt = "smooth",

fixneg = "zero")

colvar_folder = summary(spectra_folder, subset = c("H1", "B2"))

colvar_folder$I = sapply(strsplit(rownames(colvar_folder), "_"),

function(x) as.numeric(x[length(x)-1]))

colvar_folder$C = sapply(strsplit(rownames(colvar_folder), "_"),

function(x) as.numeric(x[length(x)]))

colvar_folder$span = 180 + colvar_folder$I + colvar_folder$C - 720

colvar_folder$halfspan = colvar_folder$span / 2

colvar_folder$normale = (colvar_folder$I - colvar_folder$C) / 2

# Hue for black patches is NA

colvar_folder[colvar_folder$B2<8.5, "H1"] = NA
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# Remove artefact at the edges

colvar_folder$H1[colvar_folder$H1 %in% c(300,700)] = NA

# Discard large angles

colvar_folder = colvar_folder[colvar_folder$span<90,]

return(colvar_folder)

}

pavoworks with base graphics. If we want to plot spectra using ggplot2, we have to define our own

function:

ggplot_rspec = function(x) {

rspecdata = as.rspec(x)

rspecdata_long = tidyr::gather(rspecdata, name, spec, -wl)

g = ggplot(data = rspecdata_long,

aes(x = wl, y = spec, group = name, col = name)) +

geom_line() +

ylab("Reflectance (%)") +

xlab("Wavelength") +

scale_colour_manual(values = spec2rgb(rspecdata))

return(g)

}

Let’s start by having a look a the spectra before estimating any parameters values:

helfur_br_h = getspec("Hue", sep = ",", ext = "csv", subdir = TRUE)

## Length Class Mode

## 8 character character

## 8 files found; importing spectra:
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Worked example and illustration of the numerical approximations Compiled on 2019-11-06

helfur_br_h = procspec(helfur_br_h, "smooth", "zero")

## processing options applied:

## smoothing spectra with a span of 0.25

## Negative value correction: converted negative values to zero

ggplot_rspec(helfur_br_h) + theme(legend.position = "none")

## wavelengths found in column 1
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helfur_br_b = getspec("Brightness", sep = ",", ext = "csv",

subdir = TRUE)

## Length Class Mode

## 9 character character

## 9 files found; importing spectra:
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Worked example and illustration of the numerical approximations Compiled on 2019-11-06

helfur_br_b = procspec(helfur_br_b, "smooth", "zero")

## processing options applied:

## smoothing spectra with a span of 0.25

## Negative value correction: converted negative values to zero

ggplot_rspec(helfur_br_b) + theme(legend.position = "none")

## wavelengths found in column 1
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Get the values of hue and brightness

helfur_br_hvar = get_colvar_folder("Hue")

## Length Class Mode

## 8 character character
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Worked example and illustration of the numerical approximations Compiled on 2019-11-06

## 8 files found; importing spectra:

## processing options applied:

## smoothing spectra with a span of 0.25

## Negative value correction: converted negative values to zero

helfur_br_hvar$rgb = spec2rgb(helfur_br_h)

helfur_br_bvar = get_colvar_folder("Brightness")

## Length Class Mode

## 9 character character

## 9 files found; importing spectra:

## processing options applied:

## smoothing spectra with a span of 0.25

## Negative value correction: converted negative values to zero

helfur_br_bvar$rgb = spec2rgb(helfur_br_b)

We first define the simple normal and cos functions that will be used for brightness and hue.

fnorm = function(x, Bmax, t, gammaB) {

Bmax * exp(-0.5*(x-t)^2/gammaB^2)

}

fcos = function(x, Hmax, gammaH) {

Hmax * cos(gammaH * x / 180 * pi)

}

We then define the functions that find the sets of parameters for brightness and hue optimized in non

linear least square method.

find_params_nls_normale = function(brightness_folder) {

maxi = max(brightness_folder$B2)

norm = brightness_folder$normale[which.max(brightness_folder$B2)]

sigm = with(brightness_folder, {

abs(normale[which.min(abs(B2 - exp(-0.5) * maxi))] - norm)
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Worked example and illustration of the numerical approximations Compiled on 2019-11-06

})

fit = nls(B2 ~ fnorm(normale, Bmax, t, gammaB),

data = brightness_folder,

start = c("Bmax"=maxi, "t"=norm, "gammaB"=sigm),

lower = c("Bmax"=0 , "t"=-50 , "gammaB"=0),

algorithm = "port",

nls.control(warnOnly = TRUE))

return(summary(fit)$coefficients[,1])

}

find_params_nls_span = function(hue_folder) {

hue_folder = hue_folder[!is.na(hue_folder$H1),]

if (nrow(hue_folder)<2) {

# If only one measurement, we can't estimate parameters

return(rep(NA,2))

} else {

maxi = max(hue_folder$H1)

s = 0.6

fit = nls(H1 ~ fcos(halfspan, Hmax, gammaH),

data = hue_folder,

start = c("Hmax"=maxi, "gammaH"=s),

control = nls.control(warnOnly = TRUE))

return(summary(fit)$coefficients[,1])

}

}

We then perform nonlinear least square optimization on our example.
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Worked example and illustration of the numerical approximations Compiled on 2019-11-06

helfur_br_bregres = find_params_nls_normale(helfur_br_bvar)

helfur_br_hregres = find_params_nls_span(helfur_br_hvar)

We further plot the results, along with the estimated parameter values

helfur_br_hvar %>%

ggplot(aes(x = halfspan, y = B2, col = factor(halfspan))) +

geom_point(size = 3) +

xlab(expression((Phi[inc]-Phi[col])/2)) +

ylim(c(0, max(helfur_br_bvar$B2, helfur_br_hvar$B2))) +

ylab("Brightness B (%)") +

scale_color_manual(values = unname(spec2rgb(helfur_br_h))) +

theme(legend.position = "none")
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helfur_br_hvar %>%

ggplot(aes(x = halfspan, y = H1, col = factor(halfspan))) +

xlab(expression((Phi[inc]-Phi[col])/2)) +
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Worked example and illustration of the numerical approximations Compiled on 2019-11-06

stat_function(fun = fcos, args = helfur_br_hregres, color = "red") +

geom_point(size = 3) +

ylim(range(helfur_br_bvar$H1, helfur_br_hvar$H1, na.rm = TRUE)) +

ylab("Hue H (nm)") +

scale_color_manual(values = unname(spec2rgb(helfur_br_h))) +

theme(legend.position = "none") +

annotate("text", x = 11, y = 460, color = "red",

label = sprintf("H[max]== %.0f~nm",

helfur_br_hregres[["Hmax"]]),

parse = TRUE) +

annotate("text", x = 11, y = 455, color = "red",

label = sprintf("gamma[H]== %.2f",

helfur_br_hregres[["gammaH"]]),

parse = TRUE)
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γH = 0.68
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helfur_br_bvar %>%

ggplot(aes(x = normale, y = B2, col = factor(normale))) +
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Worked example and illustration of the numerical approximations Compiled on 2019-11-06

stat_function(fun = fnorm, args = helfur_br_bregres, color = "red") +

geom_point(shape = "square", size = 3) +

xlab(expression((Phi[inc]+Phi[col])/2)) +

ylim(c(0, max(helfur_br_bvar$B2, helfur_br_hvar$B2))) +

ylab("Brightness B (%)") +

scale_color_manual(values = unname(spec2rgb(helfur_br_b))) +

theme(legend.position = "none") +

annotate("text", x = 5, y = 80, color = "red",

label = sprintf("B[max]== %.0f*'%%'",

helfur_br_bregres[["Bmax"]]),

parse = TRUE) +

annotate("text", x = 5, y = 70, color = "red",

label = sprintf("gamma[B]== %.2f",

helfur_br_bregres[["gammaB"]]),

parse = TRUE) +

annotate("text", x = 5, y = 60, color = "red",

label = sprintf("t== %.0f*'°'",

helfur_br_bregres[["t"]]),

parse = TRUE)
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Worked example and illustration of the numerical approximations Compiled on 2019-11-06

Bmax = 82%

γB = 4.22

t = 18°
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helfur_br_bvar %>%

ggplot(aes(x = normale, y = H1, col = factor(normale))) +

geom_point(shape = "square", size = 3) +

xlab(expression((Phi[inc]+Phi[col])/2)) +

ylim(range(helfur_br_bvar$H1, helfur_br_hvar$H1, na.rm = TRUE)) +

ylab("Hue H (nm)") +

scale_color_manual(values = unname(spec2rgb(helfur_br_b))) +

theme(legend.position = "none")

## Warning: Removed 4 rows containing missing values (geom_point).
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Worked example and illustration of the numerical approximations Compiled on 2019-11-06

Illustration of the numerical approximations

Fresnel factor is constant for small angles

Let us define functions that compute the value of the Fresnel factor for given values of optical indices

n1 and n2 and incident angle θ:

fresnel_s <- function(n1, n2, theta) {

theta = theta * pi / 180

num <- n1*cos(theta) - n2*sqrt(1-(n1*sin(theta)/n2)^2)

den <- n1*cos(theta) + n2*sqrt(1-(n1*sin(theta)/n2)^2)

Rs = (num/den)^2

return(Rs)

}

fresnel_p <- function(n1, n2, theta) {

theta = theta * pi / 180

num <- n1*sqrt(1-(n1*sin(theta)/n2)^2) - n2*cos(theta)

den <- n1*sqrt(1-(n1*sin(theta)/n2)^2) + n2*cos(theta)

Rp <- (num/den)^2

return(Rp)

}

fresnel <- function(n1, n2, theta) {

Rs <- fresnel_p(n1, n2, theta)

Rp <- fresnel_s(n1, n2, theta)

R <- 0.5 * (Rp + Rs)

return(R)

}

If we look at the interface between air (nair = 1) andmelanin (nmel = 1.8) for example.
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Worked example and illustration of the numerical approximations Compiled on 2019-11-06

n_air=1

n_mel=1.8

We are focusing on what happens at small angles (assumption 1 in the manuscript):

res <- tibble("Angle" = seq(from = 0, to = 90, length.out = 100),

"Rs" = fresnel_s(n_air, n_mel, Angle),

"Rp" = fresnel_p(n_air, n_mel, Angle),

"Reff" = 0.5 * (Rs+Rp))

res <- gather(res, Rtype, "Fresnel factor R", -Angle)

where:

• Rs is the amount of reflected light in s polarisation

• Rp is the amount of reflected light in p polarisation

• Reff is the total amount of reflected light, no matter the polarisation

ggplot(res, aes(x = Angle, y = Fresnel factor R,

col = Rtype, linetype = Rtype)) +

geom_line() +

geom_vline(xintercept = 45) +

annotate(geom = "text", x = 1.1 * 45, y = 0.8, label = "45°")
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Worked example and illustration of the numerical approximations Compiled on 2019-11-06
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Wecannotice that at an air/melanin interface, the amount of reflected light (Reff ) is relatively constant

between 0° and 45°.

Reflectivity in the transfer matrix model for small angles

Simulations can only estimate what happens when the angular span varies. Because the signal

reflected out of the specular position is due to the disorder in the alignment of themultilayer, it cannot

be properly tested through simulations. It would lead to a circular reasoning where the output is

defined in the input.

We ran simulations using a transfer matrix model (Yeh 2005) implemented in the python package

EMpy (Lbolla 2018; https://lbolla.github.io/EMpy/).

Hue

First, we simulated a 10 layers multilayer where each layer was composed of 100nmmelanin-100nm

air-100nmmelanin, separated by 100nm keratin (KK-type in Dürrer 1975, that can for example be found

in some hummingbirds and starlings iridescent feathers).
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Worked example and illustration of the numerical approximations Compiled on 2019-11-06

res_transfermatrix = read.csv("res_transfermatrix.csv")

ggplot(res_transfermatrix, aes(x = Thetas, y = H1_empty)) +

geom_line() +

geom_smooth(method = "nls",

formula = y ~ Hmax * cos(gammaH*x*pi/180),

method.args = list(start = c(Hmax=570, gammaH=0.6)),

se = FALSE) +

ylab("Hue") +

xlab(expression("Incidence angle ("*theta[i]*"="*theta[r]*")"))
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The simulation result is in black and the fit by a cosine function is in blue.

Even without an ideal multilayer (n1e1 6= n2e1 in this simulation), the approximation of the hue

depending on the angle by a cosine function is quite good.

nls_huecos = nls(H1_empty ~ a * cos(b*Thetas*pi/180),

res_transfermatrix,
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Worked example and illustration of the numerical approximations Compiled on 2019-11-06

start = c(a = 560, b = 0.6))

pred_huecos = predict(nls_huecos, res_transfermatrix$Thetas)

compute_relerror <- function(obs, th) {

diff = abs(obs-th)

reldiff = diff/th

relerror = max(reldiff) * 100

return(relerror)

}

At worst, the error made by this approximation is 0.20%.

Brightness

Here, we test different types of multilayer structures:

• (100nm keratin / 100nmmelanin / 100nm air / 100nmmelanin) * 10

• (70nm keratin / 80nmmelanin / 60nm air / 80nmmelanin) * 10

• (80nm keratin / 80nmmelanin / 80nm air / 80nmmelanin) * 5

• (80nm keratin / 80nmmelanin) * 10

• (80nm air / 80nm chitin) * 10

transfermatrix_brightness <- read.csv("merged_brightness.csv") %>%

gather(Simulation, Brightness, -Theta)

transfermatrix_brightness %>%

ggplot(aes(x = Theta, y = Brightness,

col = Simulation, linetype = Simulation)) +

geom_line() +

ylim(c(0, 1)) +

geom_vline(xintercept = 45) +

annotate(geom = "text", x = 1.1 * 45, y = 0.8, label = "45°") +

xlab(expression(theta[i] * "=" * theta[r] * " (°)"))
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maxdist2mean = function(vec) {

max(abs(vec - mean(vec))) * 100

}

maxrelerror = function(vec) {

max(abs(vec - mean(vec)) / vec) * 100

}

transfermatrix_brightness %>%

filter(Theta <= 30) %>%

group_by(Simulation) %>%

summarise(Maximum relative error = maxrelerror(Brightness),

Maximum absolute error = maxdist2mean(Brightness)) %>%

knitr::kable()

Simulation Maximum relative error Maximum absolute error

B2_airchitin_10layers_80nm 0.0000134 0.0000134

B2_full_10layers_80nm 4.9678934 0.3746396
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Simulation Maximum relative error Maximum absolute error

B2_hollow_10layers_100nm 10.5005369 1.9078967

B2_hollow_10layers_70.80.60.80nm 11.1961421 1.5877553

B2_hollow_5layers_80nm 10.4041522 1.9015925

Approximation of a sum of cosine functions by a single cosine function for small

angles

We test the validity of the approximation cos(x) + cos(αx) ≈ 2cos

(

√

1+α2

2
x

)

(used for the final step

in the demonstration of hue equation in the manuscript).

We consider angles between 0° and 90°. More specifically, we are interested in angles smaller than 45°

(small angles assumption)

ang <- seq(from = 0, to = pi/4, length.out = 100)

For biological multilayer structures, α = n1

n2
. This ratio is unlikely to be greater than 2. For example,

in the case of an air-melanin interface, α = 1.8
1

= 1.8 < 2. We however test for different values of α

between 0 and 2 to test its influence.

alpha <- seq(from = 0, to = 2, by = 0.01)

Now for the values of the two functions:

exact <- outer(ang, alpha, function(x,y) cos(x) + cos(x * y))

approx <- outer(ang, alpha, function(x,y) 2*cos(sqrt((1+y^2)/2)*x))

For nice ggplot2 plots, we need to convert exact and approx to data.frames

suppressPackageStartupMessages(library(reshape2))

exact_df <- melt(exact,

value.name = "exact",

varnames = c("ang", "alpha"))

approx_df <- melt(approx,
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Thedatapoints arealong thex = y line (first bissectrice). Thismeans that thenumerical approximation

is very good for angles smaller than 45°.
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Abstract

Iridescent colours are colours that change depending on the angle of illumination or observa-2

tion. They are produced when light is reflected by multilayer structures or diffracted by gratings.

While this phenomenon is well understood for simple optical systems, only a limited number4

of studies have looked at how complex biological structures interact with light to produce iri-

descence. There are very few comparative studies at interspecific level (often focusing on a6

single colour patch for each species), resulting in inaccurate and possibly biased estimations

of structural diversity. Using an interdisciplinary approach combining physics and biology, we8

here quantify the colour and structure of 36 hummingbirds species evenly distributed across the

phylogeny. We explore at least 2 patches per species, which are assumed to be under different10

selective regimes. For each patch, we measure structural features (number of layers, layer width,

irregularity, spacing, etc.) of the feathers at different scales using both optical and electron mi-12

croscopy and we measure colour using a novel approach which encompasses the full complexity

of iridescence, including its angular dependency. We discover an unsuspected diversity of struc-14

tures producing iridescence in hummingbirds. We also study the effect of several structural

features on the colour of the resulting signal, using both an empirical and modelling approach.16

Our findings demonstrate the need to take into account multiple patches per species and suggest

possible evolutionary pressures causing the evolutionary transitions from one melanosome type18

to another.
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Introduction20

Hummingbirds are famous for their bright and shiny colours which change with the illumination

or observation angle: a phenomenon known as iridescence. Iridescent colours are produced by22

the interaction of light with periodic nanometre-scale structures such as multilayers or diffrac-

tion gratings and are widespread among many taxa (Doucet and Meadows, 2009). But few taxa24

display colours as bright and as saturated as the hummingbirds (Trochilidae family). Most hum-

mingbird species harbour two visually distinct types of iridescent colour patches, as illustrated26

in fig. S1: directional patches, which are only visible at a very narrow angle range (Osorio and

Ham, 2002) and are often very bright and saturated, and diffuse patches, for which some colour28

is visible from any angle (Osorio and Ham, 2002) and that are often not as bright as directional

patches. Directional patches are often located on facial or ventral patches and thought to be in-30

volved in communication while diffuse patches are often located on dorsal patches and thought

to be involved in camouflage (Gruson et al., 2019a). Additionally, although all hummingbird32

species display some degree of iridescence, striking differences can be noticed between the vari-

ous species and body patches in terms of brightness (describing how much light is reflected by34

the object), saturation (describing the colour ”purity”) and directionality (Del Hoyo et al., 2017).

Yet, the structural bases of this intra-individual and interspecific diversity in colour have been36

poorly explored until now (but see Dorst 1951). In birds, multilayer structures responsible for

iridescence are constituted of stacks of nanometre-scale melanin platelets or rods, sometimes38

hollow (i.e. with a central cavity filled with air) sometimes solid (i.e. entirely made of melanin),

called melanosomes (D’Alba and Shawkey, 2018), included in a keratin matrix (Dürrer, 1977) (as40

illustrated in fig. 1). Although all of the 336 species in the family are iridescent (Del Hoyo et al.,

2017), the multilayer structures of only 14 hummingbird species (represented on the humming-42

bird phylogeny in fig. S2) have been studied to this day (Dürrer, 1977; Greenewalt et al., 1960;

Schmidt and Ruska, 1962; Shawkey et al., 2009; Giraldo et al., 2018; Nordén et al., 2019). These44

fourteen species all had hollow melanin platelets so this type of melanosome was assumed to be

present in all hummingbird species (Dürrer, 1977). However, studies in other families, such as46
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one diffuse and one directional patch in 36 hummingbird species evenly distributed across the

phylogeny (species position in the phylogeny shown in fig. S2).58

Diffuse and directional patches are thought to be under different selection regimes and we

accordingly formulate the following predictions: we predict that directional patches, which are60

often located on body areas involved in communication, should reflect overall more light, and

produce more saturated colours than diffuse patches, as these characteristics are often important62

in mate choice and quality advertising (Hill, 1990; Loyau et al., 2007; Kemp, 2007, 2008). On the

other hand, we predict that diffuse patches, which are often located on body area involved in64

camouflage should display a lower angle dependency of hue. Indeed, changes in colouration

may cause ”colour flashes” and alert a potential predator of the bird presence.66

Additionally, hummingbirds present sickle-like shaped barbules (Dorst, 1951; Dürrer, 1977),

illustrated in figs S3 and S4. We predict that this unusual shape may produce brighter colours.68

Indeed, it may allow for a better interlocking of adjacent barbules and thus a higher spatial

coherence, leading to a stronger interference pattern and ultimately brighter colours.70

The detailed structural features of the multilayers for each patch were determined using

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) observations. For each patch, we also took colour mea-72

surements using a new method described in Gruson et al. (2019b) that allows the quantification of

all iridescence characteristics, including angular dependency of hue and brightness. All analyses74

were performed by taking into account the phylogeny (comparative analyses), so as to prevent

pseudo-replication due to shared ancestry between species (Felsenstein, 1985).76

Methods

Colour measurements78

We selected 36 species of hummingbirds evenly distributed across the phylogeny (see fig. S2;

phylogeny data from Jetz et al. (2012)). For each species (excluding species that only had diffuse80

patches; see fig. 2), we sampled feathers on two patches, one diffuse (colour visible at many

angles; often on dorsal patches) and one directional (colour visible over a small angle range;82
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often on facial patches) from specimens from the collection of the Muséum National d’Histoire

Naturelle, in Paris. Feathers were carefully cut using surgical scissors and were only manipu-84

lated using tweezers, so as not to remove or deposit any grease on the sample or modify barb

arrangement.86

Iridescence was quantified using the method published in Gruson et al. (2019b). Briefly, we

used a purpose-built goniometer to precisely quantify hue and brightness angular dependency88

in all directions. Using this method, brightness and its angular dependency can be summarised

by two parameters: the maximum brightness Bmax and the angular dependency of brightness γB90

while hue and hue angular dependency are defined by two parameters: the maximum hue Hmax

(reached when the observer and the incoming light are in the same direction) and the angular92

dependency of hue γH. The saturation is expressed by the full width at half maximum (FWHM)

of the spectra and does not change with angle (low values of FWHM correspond to saturated94

colours). We recorded reflectance spectra with a 300 W Xenon lamp and an OceanOptics USB4000

spectrometer and two separate optical fibres for illumination and collection. All spectra were96

taken relative to a diffuse white spectralon standard (WS2 Avantes). Parameters were estimated

using Bayesian non linear-regression with the brms R package (Bürkner, 2017; R Core Team,98

2017), which yielded slightly better results than non-linear least squares. All variables but the hue

angular dependency γH were repeatable between species, as reported in table S1. We also defined100

an additional variable called ”overall reflectance” which takes into account both the specular and

the diffuse reflectance of a sample and which is calculated with the formula 2
√

2πBmaxγB (Gruson102

et al., 2019b).

Electronic and optical microscopy image acquisition and analysis104

After colour measurement, we prepared feathers for observation with a Transmission Electron

Microscope (TEM). Feathers were first dehydrated and then embedded in SPUR resin (detailed106

protocol in ESM). We used a Leica ultramicrotome to prepare 70 nm cross-sections of the barbules,

where the multilayer structures responsible for iridescence are located (Dürrer, 1977). We pho-108

tographed the resulting cross-section with an optical microscope, which allowed us to measure
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the angle of the barbule (an measure of barbule shape), the overlap between adjacent barbules,110

and the variance in the alignment of consecutive barbules (two measures of the interlocking be-

tween adjacent barbules). We then measured structural features at the scale of the multilayer112

such as the number of layers and their thickness using a TEM microscope (Hitachi HT-7700 TEM

set at 60 keV).114

Measurements on optical microscopy images were performed manually using the ImageJ

computer software while TEM images were analysed using a custom python script, available116

in electronic supplementary materials (ESM), relying on the OpenCV python library (201, 2017;

Python Software Foundation). Briefly, we smoothed the grayscale images using Gaussian blur118

and a denoising algorithm. Resulting images were converted to binary black and white images

using adaptive thresholding, then rotated using automatic contour detection, so as to orientate120

the multilayer along the vertical direction. Finally, the number of transitions and the distance

between them (layer thickness) in the rectangular function were determined for each row of the122

image matrix and the most common value was estimated using the mean of a fitted Gaussian

function.124

Optical simulations

We used optical simulations to explore a wider combination of parameter values. The interest is126

twofold: 1) increase our limited sample size and 2) remove possible correlations (possibly due to

evolutionary constraints) between structural parameters.128

We used the EMpy python library (Python Software Foundation; Bolla, 2017), which im-

plements the transfer matrix method described in Yeh (2005) to simulate the reflected specular130

spectrum of a multilayer structure. The script used for the simulations is also provided in ESM.

Because of the large array of parameters influencing the resulting reflectance spectrum (com-132

plex refractive index of each layer, layer thicknesses, angle of the incoming light ray, number of

layers), it was not possible to systematically study the effect of each parameter. To overcome this134

issue, we ran 500 iterations of Monte Carlo simulations, for each multilayer type, with structural

parameters randomly drawn from an interval of biologically relevant values. This interval was136
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determined from the TEM images (95 % variation interval for each parameter, irrespective of the

multilayer type). We had several images for each species and patch combination, which allowed138

us to ensure that all estimated structural variables were repeatable (table S1).

Because there is no disorder in the layer alignment, the brightness in the simulations corre-140

sponds to the overall reflectance (diffuse + specular reflectance) in the empirical measurements

(computed with the formula 2
√

2πBmaxγB).142

The results are presented in SI with only the mean and the standard deviation of the pa-

rameter influence on the response variable, as appropriate for simulations (because the possibly144

infinite sample size allows for arbitrary low p-values). Additionally, significance of the effect of

a given parameter for a sample size of 72, to match the sample size of empirical data, is shown146

in table 1, using Cohen’s d effect size index.

We also analysed the resulting spectra as seen by the hummingbirds using Stoddard and148

Prum (2008) model, implemented in Maia et al. (2013b, 2019). The gamut of each multilayer

type was computed as the volume of the convex hull of the set of points in the tetrahedron150

representing bird colour space, as in (Stoddard and Prum, 2008).

Predictions152

We can formulate a set of predictions for correlations between colour variables and structural

parameters, as well as among colour variables, based on two factors: (i) predictions informed154

by optical theory and the laws of interferences from multilayers (ii) predictions informed by

previous research on colours as a communication channel in animals.156

In particular, based on the equation computing the wavelengths at which reflected light rays

interfere constructively the most, mHmax = 2(n1e1 + n2e2), we predict that hue (Hmax) and the158

angular dependency of hue (γH) should depend on layer thickness (e1; e2) and chemical com-

position (n1; n2), as well as interference order (m). The angular dependency of brightness γB160

should only depend on the misalignment between consecutive layers or multilayer, because a

perfectly aligned multilayer should reflect all light in a single direction (γB = 0), as detailed162

in Gruson et al. (2019b). Total reflectance (2
√

2πBmaxγB) is expected to be positively correlated
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to the number of layers (because more light is reflected and more rays interfere), the chemical164

composition (melanin layers absorb more light) and the spatial coherence of adjacent multilayers

(influenced by the barbule shape and the amount of overlap between adjacent barbules). Finally,166

saturation should depend on the variability in layer thicknesses (because it produces a mix of

wavelengths that constructively interfere), the misalignment of consecutive layers, as well as the168

number of layers and the chemical content (because selective absorbance of some wavelengths

would increase saturation).170

We do not study maximum brightness Bmax separately as we have shown before that it is

strongly correlated with γB because of structural reasons (Gruson et al. 2019b; illustrated also in172

fig. S9).

Additional predictions are due to the putative function of iridescent colours in humming-174

birds: colour on directional patches should be highly saturated and reflect overall more light

than on diffuse patches, as directional patches are thought to be involved in communication176

and high brightness and saturation are common quality indicators (Hill, 1990; Loyau et al., 2007;

Kemp, 2007, 2008). In other words, we predict a negative correlation between γB and the FWHM178

(measure of desaturation, opposite of saturation) as well as overall reflectance.

Correlations between structure and colour using phylogenetic comparative180

analyses

The different multilayer structures studied in this article are not independent samples from a sta-182

tistical point of view. Indeed, all samples come from species that share a common evolutionary

history. This shared history, represented by species phylogeny, must be taken into account using184

phylogenetic comparative analyses (Felsenstein, 1985). However, classic phylogenetic compara-

tive methods do not consider multiple data points per species. Since we measured two patches186

per species, we used the Bayesian framework implemented in the R package MCMCglmm (Hadfield,

2010; R Core Team, 2018), which allows analysing such data (see Delhey et al. (2013) for another188

example). Multiple studies have shown that results from comparative analyses are more reliable

when performed on multiple trees drawn from the posterior distribution instead of a consensus190
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Variable 1 Variable 2 Empirical Simulations

Colour/structure

Hue at coincident geometry (Hmax) Layer thickness yes yes
Hue at coincident geometry (Hmax) Multilayer type yes no

Overall reflectance (2
√

2πγBBmax) Number of layers no no

Overall reflectance (2
√

2πγBBmax) Multilayer type yes yes

Overall reflectance (2
√

2πγBBmax) Barbule shape yes NA
Directionality (1/γB) Barbule shape yes NA
Directionality (1/γB) Multilayer type yes NA

Desaturation (FWHM) Multilayer type yes yes
Desaturation (FWHM) Barbule shape no NA
Desaturation (FWHM) Layer thickness variance no NA
Desaturation (FWHM) Number of layers no yes
Desaturation (FWHM) Layer thickness NA no

Hue shift Multilayer type NA yes

Colour/Colour

Hue at coincident geometry (Hmax) Overall reflectance (2
√

2πγBBmax) yes no

Overall reflectance (2
√

2πγBBmax) Directionality (1/γB) yes NA

Overall reflectance (2
√

2πγBBmax) Desaturation (FWHM) yes yes
Desaturation (FWHM) Directionality (1/γB) no NA

Hue at coincident geometry (Hmax) Desaturation (FWHM) yes yes

Table 1: Predicted correlations between colour variables and structural parameters and the out-
come from comparative analyses and simulations for these correlations. The correlations can be
due to either the optics governing iridescence and to evolution. As mentioned in the methods, it
is possible to get an arbitrary low p-value in simulations by increasing the sample size. To pre-
vent this issue and to be able to compare empirical and simulations results, we chose the same
sample size for both (72) and counted a result as significant only when p < 0.05 (for simulations)
or when the credibility interval did not include 0 (for empirical data). Some correlations could
not be tested in the simulations and are marked as NA in the table. If results from the empirical
data and the simulation output the same result, it is likely due to the optics governing iridescence
but in case of mismatch, it reveals the influence of evolutionary constraints.
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tree (Pagel and Lutzoni, 2002; de Villemereuil et al., 2012). To account for such phylogenetic

uncertainty, we ran models using the mulTree R package (R Core Team, 2018; Guillerme and192

Healy, 2014) on a set of 100 trees dowloaded from birdtree.org (Jetz et al., 2012). Each model was

tested with 3 independent MCMC chains, with 200 000 iterations each, including a 1000 burn-in194

and a thinning factor of 10 to reduce auto-correlation and memory consumption of the program.

Convergence was assessed both visually and using the Gelman-Rubin index. Levels of a factor196

were deemed significantly different when the estimate of one did not overlap with the credibility

interval of the other.198

Phylogenetic signal for the type of multilayer on the throat and the back was computed using

the δ Bayesian approach for discrete characters described in Borges et al. (2019). Larger values of200

δ express a higher level stronger phylogenetic signal, i.e. a stronger influence of the evolutionary

history on the observed trait values. δ values can be arbitrarily large and significance is evaluated202

by bootstrapping after shuffling the trait value on the phylogeny.

Results204

Correlations between colour variables in hummingbird iridescent feathers

Preliminary study of correlation between colour parameters, without investigating yet the under-206

lying structural variable, reveals a positive correlation between maximum brightness Bmax and

saturation table S2. Directional patches (low γB) also tend to reflect overall more light than dif-208

fuse colours (table S3). On the other hand and contrary to our predictions, we find no correlation

between γB (related to directionality) and saturation (table S2). We also find that long wavelength210

hues (i.e. red colours) are associated with brighter (table S2) but less saturated colours (table S3).

Iridescence in hummingbirds is produced by several different multilayer types212

Observations of barbule cross-sections with a Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) confirm

that some hummingbird multilayers contain only hollow melanosomes (left panel in fig. 1). But214

we also discover that some species have multilayers with solid melanosomes (central panel in
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fig. 1). Additionally, we find a highly unusual multilayer structure in some species, where the216

outermost layer is composed of solid melanosomes while the rest of the multilayer is composed

of hollow melanosomes (right panel in fig. 1). We refer to this multilayer structure type as the218

mixed multilayer type in the rest of this article. Lastly and importantly, our observations show for

the first time that a single hummingbird species can have different multilayer types depending220

on the patch location on the body as shown in fig. 2 and fig. S5.

The thickness of the melanin layer is very similar between hollow and solid melanosomes222

(fig. S6). However, because solid melanosomes contain only one layer of melanin (versus two

layers of melanin surrounding one layer of air for hollow melanosomes), they are overall much224

smaller than hollow melanosomes. Hollow melanosome thicknesses range from 130 nm to 228 nm

with the air void filling on average 44 % of the total thickness, while solid melanosomes measure226

between 29 nm and 80 nm. The total number of melanin layers (2 per hollow melanosomes vs 1

per solid melanosomes) does not significantly differ between the multilayer types (fig. S6). More228

detailed data, including variation intervals, relative standard deviations and repeatabilities for

each parameter, is presented in table S1 and fig. S6.230

Location on the bird body and optical effects of the different types of multilayers

We find that diffuse patches contain multilayers with only hollow melanosomes more often than232

directional patches. At the same time, directional patches contain mixed multilayers more often

than diffuse patches (χ2(2) = 6.8138, p = 0.033; fig. S10).234

There is also a strong phylogenetic signal for the multilayer type on the back (δ = 11.03,

p = 0.008) but not on the throat (δ = 1.37, p = 0.067).236

Using phylogenetic comparative analyses, we also find that multilayer structures with only

hollow melanosomes reflect overall more light (diffuse + specular reflectance; table S8) but less238

saturated colours (i.e. larger FWHM, table S11) than structures with solid melanosomes. Mixed

multilayers have intermediate values compared to solid and hollow multilayer types for both240

brightness and saturation. This result is confirmed by transfer matrix simulations, which allow

us to explore a much wider range of parameters and ensure this pattern is not caused by a242
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confounding effect (fig. S12 and tables S4 and S5).

The different multilayer types also produce different hues, with the mixed type producing the244

largest diversity of hues in the bird visual space, using simulations based on biologically relevant

layer sizes (fig. S13).246

Finally, the different multilayer structures also differed in their level of iridescence, i.e. how

much hue shifts with a change in the angle of illumination or observation, with the hollow248

type having a larger shift in hue than the solid and the mixed types in the simulations (fig. S11

and table S7). This could not be verified on empirical data with hummingbird feathers as this250

variable was not repeatable (table S1).

Optical effects of structural features252

At the multilayer level, the number of layers has no effect on overall reflectance in phylogenetic

comparative analyses based on empirical data from hummingbird feathers (table S8). Simu-254

lations similarly reveal a very weak correlation between the number of layers and brightness

(fig. S12 and table S4). On the other hand, a larger number of layers did increase saturation for256

both hollow and solid multilayer types but not for the mixed type in the simulations (fig. S12

and table S5). Variability in the thickness of melanin, keratin or air layers of a given multilayer258

did not seem to significantly impact the saturation of the resulting signal (table S5).

We show that hue at a given angle configuration (Hmax) depends on the thickness of the lay-260

ers, no matter their chemical composition (air, keratin or melanin), in simulations (table S6) but

we only find a significant effect of the thickness of the melanin layer in empirical data (table S10).262

However, we also find that thicknesses of melanin, keratin and air layer within a given multi-

layer structure are strongly correlated, as shown in fig. 3, which might hinder our analysis on264

empirical data. This correlation is not simply due to phylogenetic inertia and the shared history

between species as it remains significant even after taking into account the species phylogenetic266

relationships (tables S12 to S14). Additionally, the confidence interval of the slope of the correla-

tion between the optical thicknesses (thickness times refractive index) of the consecutive layers is268

often close to 1 but does not contain 1, as shown in fig. 3.
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Discussion276

Correlations and general characteristics of hummingbird iridescent colours

We find many correlations between descriptors of iridescent colours in hummingbirds. In partic-278

ular, saturation was negatively correlated with hue (table S2), as expected for interferences from

a multilayer structure. For long wavelength colours, a wider range of wavelengths will indeed280

(partially) constructively interfere and contribute to the resulting signal, thereby producing less

saturated colours. Our framework did not allow us to discriminate whether evolutionary con-282

straints could also play an additional role in the correlation (i.e. is there a selective pressure for

blue colours to be more saturated than red colours in hummingbirds?)284

We nonetheless found additional correlations that are not explained by the physical nature of

hummingbird colours. For example and in accordance with our prediction, we found a positive286

correlation between saturation and total reflectance, as could be expected from patches involved

in quality advertising and mate choice (Hill, 1990; Loyau et al., 2007; Kemp, 2007, 2008).288

Finally, we showed a correlation positive correlation between hue and overall brightness,

meaning that red colours are on average brighter than blue colours. Two non-mutually exclu-290

sive hypotheses can explain this pattern: (i) red colours are often used for communication in

hummingbirds due to a pre-existing sensory bias (Rodrı́guez-Gironés and Santamarı́a, 2004) and292

communication is often associated with brighter colours, or (ii) blue colours are not as bright

because melanin and keratin absorb more in short wavelengths than in long wavelengths (Leer-294

touwer et al., 2011; Stavenga et al., 2015).

Hummingbirds display an unsuspected multilayer diversity296

In this study, we discover that hummingbirds do not only have hollow (air-filled) melanosomes

but also solid (melanin-filled) melanosomes. They also sometimes combine both types into a298

very unusual multilayer structure that has never been described in any other family, where

the outermost layer is formed by solid melanosomes while the following layers contain hollow300
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melanosomes.

We also discovered that a single species can use different types of multilayer structures at302

different patch locations on its body (fig. 2 and fig. S5). This means that the type of multilayer

found on one patch is not representative of the multilayer type found on all patches for a given304

species. This finding calls for more careful investigation into the results of previous comparative

analyses of bird melanosomes and iridescent colours, as most of them have observed only one306

patch per species (Dürrer, 1977; Maia et al., 2013a).

We also show that the different types of multilayers are not randomly distributed on the308

bird’s body: diffuse patches contained multilayers composed exclusively of hollow or solid

melanosomes more often than directional patches. On the other hand directional patches con-310

tained mixed multilayers more often than diffuse patches (fig. 2 and fig. S10). We find a strong

phylogenetic signal for the type of multilayer structure on the back but not on the throat, sug-312

gesting that the distribution of the multilayer type is mainly due to the phylogeny on the back

but likely more strongly influenced by additional selective pressures on the throat.314

This suggests that the different multilayer types produce different kinds of colours that are

selected in different contexts: mixed types may produce colours that are generally more efficient316

for communication while hollow or solid types produce colours more efficient for camouflage.

Different multilayer types produce different colours318

For hue, and in conformity with our prediction that diffuse patches should contain multilayer

structures that minimise the angle dependency of hue, we found that diffuse patches contained320

the solid multilayer type more often than directional patches, which leads to a lower hue shift

in simulations (fig. S11 and table S7). We could not verify this prediction with empirical data as322

γH was too similar across species to yield repeatable measurements. This lower hue shift could

reduce colour flashes that may alert a potential predator of the presence of the bird. On the other324

hand, diffuse patches have most commonly hollow melanosomes, which can lead to the highest

hue shift (fig. S11 and table S7). This partial mismatch with our prediction could be explained by326

the findings of Kjernsmo et al. (2018), where the authors found that iridescence could improve
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camouflage by impairing predators’ ability to discern target shape.Alternatively, the difference328

in hue shift among the different multilayer types could be low enough to not be under strong

selective pressure.330

We also found with simulations that the mixed multilayer type can produce the highest di-

versity of hues (fig. S13), while the solid type has the lowest diversity. It does however seem332

that the full range of possible hues is not explored in hummingbirds. This is probably in part

due to our non-exhaustive sampling of hummingbird species but also likely reflects evolutionary334

constraints, either on the structures themselves or on the resulting colour (Gruson et al., 2019a).

For brightness, previous studies predicted based on optical theory that hollow melanosomes336

should produce brighter colours than solid melanosomes (Prum, 2006; Eliason et al., 2013).

The simulations in the present study confirm that multilayers with hollow melanosomes re-338

flect more light overall (specular + diffuse reflectance) than multilayers with solid melanosomes.

Mixed multilayer types have intermediate values between multilayers with only solid or hollow340

melanosomes (table S8). However, the multilayer type is likely to have a minimal effect on ef-

fective brightness at a given angle. The bright colours of hummingbirds are indeed not caused342

by an increase of the total amount of reflected light but rather by a very high directionality of

the reflected signal, meaning that all reflected light is focused within a narrow angular sector, as344

found by Osorio and Ham (2002); Gruson et al. (2019b) and shown for our study in fig. S9.

On the other hand, we find that, in both empirical data and simulations, hollow multilayers346

produce less saturated colours than multilayer structures with solid melanosomes or mixed mul-

tilayers, as shown in table S11 and fig. S12 and table S5 respectively. However, the mixed multi-348

layer type had the highest interaction value with the number of layers (fig. S12 and table S5). This

means that mixed multilayers have the highest potential to create highly saturated colours when350

composed of a large number of layers, which could explain that they were positively selected in

directional patches.352

Our results describing the influence of the multilayer type on brightness and saturation are

also in line with the detailed study of Giraldo et al. (2018) on the throat feathers of Anna’s354

hummingbird (Calypte anna): using optical simulations, they found that the exclusion of the
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thinner outermost layer in their simulations produced brighter but less saturated colours.356

From a macro-evolutionary point of view, the evolution of new types of multilayer structures

might also be responsible for the rapid diversification rate of hummingbirds (McGuire et al.,358

2014), playing the role of key innovations that allow them to quickly fill up previously unexplored

regions of the phenotypic space (more specifically, new hues and more saturated colours, as360

mentioned above), as was previously described in iridescent starlings by Maia et al. (2013a).

Multilayer structures in hummingbirds are not very regular but often close to362

ideality

We found a very high intra-multilayer variability for the structural characteristics of melanosomes,364

as expressed by the high relative standard deviation values reported in table S1. These values are

close to previous values reported in the literature for hummingbird multilayers (Nordén et al.,366

2019), and they likely reflect actual biological variability rather than measurement uncertainty.

For example, Greenewalt et al. (1960) found that layer thickness generally varied between 20-30 %368

within species. The thickness we measured for hollow melanosomes (95 % variation interval =

130 nm to 231 nm) was also well within the range of what was estimated in the past on a smaller370

species sample (100 nm to 220 nm, with a mode of 150 nm for Greenewalt et al. (1960) and be-

tween 200 nm and 250 nm for Dorst (1951) with a photonic microscope).372

We also observe strong correlations between the thickness values of the different layers, as

shown in fig. 3. In other words, melanosomes with a thicker layer of melanin were also spaced374

by thicker layers of keratin. This correlation could explain the above mentioned fact that realised

hues are much less diverse than possible theoretical hues for each multilayer type using sim-376

ulations with biologically relevant ranges for layer thicknesses. This correlation is not caused

by the phylogenetic relationships between species and remains significant even when the phy-378

logeny is taken into account (tables S12 to S14). This suggests the existence of selective pressures,

or developmental constraints, that maintain this correlation. This may be due to selection for380

ideal multilayers, where the optical thickness (defined as refractive index times layer thickness

niei) of the successive layers is constant (Land, 1966). This hypothesis is supported by the fact382
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that slopes of the correlations between optical thicknesses of successive layers are close to 1

(fig. 3). Ideal multilayers are found in many organisms such as the butterfly Chrysiridia rhipheus384

(Brink and Lee, 1998), Sapphirina copepods (Chae and Nishida, 1999) or the Japanese jewel beetle

Chrysochroa fulgidissima (Stavenga et al., 2011a) where they are thought to be selected because386

they produce brighter, more saturated colours (Land, 1966).

Because the wavelength (i.e. hue) reflected by a multilayer depends on the thickness of the388

layers, variability in thickness may produce a mix of numerous wavelengths, and thus less satu-

rated colours. This prediction is however not supported by our results (table S11), which suggests390

that saturation is not significantly explained by variability in layer thickness.

Multilayer types correlate with other structural features that enhance392

conspicuousness

We found little or no effect of the number of layers on brightness, in both simulations (table S4)394

and comparative analyses (table S8). This result is in agreement with what Eliason et al. (2015)

found in melanosome rods from dabbling ducks and could be partly explained by the fact that396

brightness quickly reaches a plateau when the number of layers increases (Land, 1966, 1972; Ki-

noshita et al., 2008). Indeed, multilayer theory predicts that brightness increases exponentially398

towards its maximum with the number of layers (Yeh, 2005). For example, Giraldo et al. (2018)

found that 10 layers created a spectrum that was close to saturation in their modelling investi-400

gation of the pink throat feathers from Anna’s hummingbird (Calypte anna). Similarly, Stavenga

et al. (2018) reported that 5 layers were sufficient to reach the maximum brightness in their study402

on magpie (Pica pica) hollow melanin rods while Berthier et al. (2006) wrote that less than 10

layers achieved maximum brightness in an ideal chitin-air multilayer.404

However, the multilayers found in hummingbirds have at least 5 layers, with a median of 12

layers and a maximal number of layers sometimes over 25, well beyond the theoretical number of406

layers needed to reach maximum reflectance. Indeed, an increasing number of layers did increase

saturation (i.e. decrease FWHM) in simulations (fig. S12 and table S5) . This result echoes408

the findings of Xiao et al. (2014) on the common bronzewing Phaps chalcoptera and suggests an
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explanation for the unusually high number of layers in hummingbird feathers, and especially on410

directional patches. As we mentioned earlier, more saturated colours are often positively selected

in the context of communication. Selection for higher saturation could then be the driving force412

for the evolution towards a higher number of layers in patches used in communication, even

though brightness does not significantly increase.414

We found that the sickle shape of hummingbird barbules is correlated with more reflective

(table S8, more saturated (table S11) and more directional colours (table S9). It remains unclear416

whether barbule shape has an optical role at the level of the barbule itself as is the case for

example in the triangular barbules from the breast of the bird of paradise Parotia lawesi (Stavenga418

et al., 2011b; Wilts et al., 2014). However, it is unlikely that this shape contributes directly to the

interference pattern because the position of the lower part of the ”sickle” (also called velum) does420

not reflect light rays in the same direction as the upper part (also called speculum) (Giraldo et al.,

2018). However, multiple studies have suggested that barbule organisation nonetheless influences422

the resulting signal (see for example Schmidt and Ruska (1962) on the hummingbird Heliangelus

strophianus or Dürrer and Villiger (1970) on the golden cuckoo Chrysococcyx cupreus). Indeed,424

more packed barbules produce brighter colours because the light reflected from each multilayer

also interferes at the level of the barb or even the whole feather. This peculiar sickle shape426

could then have been selected because it allows for a better interlocking of adjacent barbules,

leading to a greater spatial coherence across scales, causing signals reflected by each barbule428

to interfere more constructively and ultimately produce brighter, more saturated colours. This

stronger interlocking could also have an effect on processes other than colour generation, such as430

producing more waterproof feathers, or increasing lift during flight by limiting air gaps between

barbules, which may be especially important for the stationary flight of hummingbirds (Sick,432

1937). Dorst (1951) suggests that mechanics (for flight) and optics (for colour) benefit from the

same modification and selection likely acts on both jointly.434

There are other structural parameters we could not measure with our present experimental

setup but that could influence the resulting colour; namely the angle between the barbules and436

the parent barb in the plane of the feather (named ’barbular angle’ in Greenewalt (1991) and
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represented in fig. S4), the angle between barbules and the barb axis in a cross section of the barb438

(named ’vanular angle’ in Greenewalt (1991) and represented in fig. S4). However, Dorst (1951)

found no effect of the barbular angle on the visual appearance of the feathers in his investigation440

of 15 hummingbird species.

Conclusion442

The present study sheds a new light on the evolution of iridescence, in hummingbirds, and

more generally in all other organisms, with several major findings: (i) hummingbirds display444

much more diverse multilayer structures than previously expected, with even a type of structure

unknown thus far, (ii) a single species may display multiple types of multilayer at different446

location on its body, and (iii) structural features at both the level of the multilayer and the level

of the whole feather interact in the production of iridescent colours.448
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Appendix A: Supplementary Figures
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Supplementary figure 1: Picture of the same Calypte anna individual at different angles. Modi-
fied from a video taken by Mick Thompson (https://www.flickr.com/photos/mickthompson/
27991602299/), CC-BY-NC, special authorisation to use it in this article. The directional throat
and crown patches contrast with the diffuse greenish belly patch.
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Supplementary figure 3: Unedited TEM photograph of the cross section of 5 consecutive barbules
from the same barb of the throat of Ocreatus underwoodi.
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Variable RSD (%) ICC p (permutation) p (likelihood)

Hmax 0.25 1.00 0.00 < 0.0001
γH 2.46 0.17 0.21 0.2396
Bmax 16.03 0.89 0.04 < 0.0001
γB 23.05 0.71 0.01 0.0087
FWHM 2.27 0.66 0.00 < 0.0001

Number of layers 19.77 0.54 0.00 < 0.0001
Melanin layer thickness 10.79 0.54 0.00 < 0.0001
Keratin layer thickness 15.53 0.64 0.00 < 0.0001
Air layer thickness 8.95 0.77 0.00 < 0.0001

Variability in air layer thickness 14.44 0.77 0.00 < 0.0001
Variability in keratin layer thickness 29.28 0.41 0.00 < 0.0001
Variability in melanin layer thickness 17.37 0.45 0.00 < 0.0001

Barbule shape angle 7.07 0.91 0.00 < 0.0001
Barbule overlap 19.72 0.50 0.02 < 0.0001

Supplementary table 1: Iridescence variables (related to the visual signal) and structure charac-
teristics are repeatable within our sample. Repeatability is measured as the intra-class coefficient
(ICC) and p-values are estimated by two methods: permutation (p permutation) and likelihood
ratio (p likelihood). All repeatability calculations are performed using the rptR R package (Nak-
agawa and Schielzeth, 2010). Measurement error is also estimated using relative standard de-
viation (RSD, also called coefficient of variation CV) which compares the standard deviation of
several measurements of the same feature to its average.
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Mean Standard deviation

(Intercept) 25.73 21.71
nb layers 0.02 1.34
typeSolid -17.08 30.70
typeMixed -6.31 30.70
nb layers:typeSolid -0.05 1.90
nb layers:typeMixed 0.01 1.90

Supplementary table 4: Influence of structural parameters on brightness. Optical theory predicts
that brightness (Bmax) is controlled by the number of layers and their refractive index (i.e. the type
of melanosomes). We test this on simulated data from Monte Carlo transfer matrix simulations
using linear models. We find that brightness in simulated data is indeed influenced by the type
of melanosomes and by the number of layers. This result is also illustrated in fig. S1.

Mean Standard deviation

(Intercept) 136.85 255.60
nb layers -1.21 8.56
typeSolid -48.01 242.87
typeMixed -29.25 183.57
melanin size 0.24 2.14
keratin size -0.65 1.23
air size 0.18 2.02
nb layers:typeSolid 0.14 10.93
nb layers:typeMixed 0.83 11.36

Supplementary table 5: Influence of structural parameters on saturation. Optical theory predicts
that FWHM (opposite of saturation) is controlled by the number of layers and their refractive
index (i.e. the type of melanosomes), as well as layer thickness. We test this on simulated
data from Monte Carlo transfer matrix simulations using linear models. FWHM (opposite of
saturation) in simulated data is indeed influenced by the type of melanosomes and by the number
of layers for the solid and the mixed type. This result is also illustrated in fig. S2.
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Mean Standard deviation

(Intercept) 5.26 402.79
melanin size 3.13 4.40
keratin size 1.64 2.51
air size 0.84 2.78
typeSolid 48.13 425.37
typeMixed 74.11 443.55
interference order (m) 330.89 93.11
melanin size:typeSolid -0.57 5.55
melanin size:typeMixed -0.44 5.71
keratin size:typeSolid 1.26 2.79
keratin size:typeMixed -0.17 3.13
air size:typeMixed -0.38 3.88

Supplementary table 6: Influence of structural parameters on hue. Optical theory predicts that
hue (Hmax) is controlled by the thickness of each layer and their refractive index (i.e. the type
of melanosomes). We test this on simulated data from Monte Carlo transfer matrix simulations
using linear models. Hue in the simulated data indeed depends on the type of melanosomes, the
thickness of the layers and the interaction of both.

Mean Standard deviation

(Intercept) 14.10 8.02
typeSolid -4.75 10.57
typeMixed -3.41 10.89

Supplementary table 7: Influence of the multilayer type on hue shift with the change in illumina-
tion and observation angle (difference in hue H1 between specular reflection at 0◦ and specular
reflection at 10◦; strongly related to γH, as explained in Gruson et al. 2019b). The linear model
was run on simulated data using a transfer matrix model with biologically relevant parameter
values.
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Estimates(median) lower.CI(2.5) upper.CI(97.5)

(Intercept) 2543.30 1138.71 3947.17
nb layers 14.03 -49.77 77.83
typeSolid 289.10 -1471.37 2050.36
typeMixed -1012.38 -2523.65 500.18
barbule shape -11.05 -19.28 -2.82
barbule overlap 4.82 -1.63 11.28
nb layers:typeSolid -29.11 -173.59 115.25
nb layers:typeMixed 61.12 -31.97 154.16
phylogenetic.variance 40.21 0.00 84651.91
residual.variance 681879.73 466577.56 1051669.17

Supplementary table 8: Correlation between total brightness and structural parameters. Optical
theory predicts that total brightness (proportional to BmaxγB) is controlled by the number of
layers, their refractive index (i.e. the type of melanosomes) and how packed barbules are (barbule
shape and overlap). We test this on empirical data from hummingbird iridescent feathers using
MCMCglmm. The first column contains explanatory variables, the second one the estimate of the
effect size, and the third and fourth one the lower and higher (respectively) bounds of the 95 %
credibility interval for the effect size. Significant effects of explanatory variables are shown with
a cyan background. This result is also illustrated in fig. 4b.

Estimates(median) lower.CI(2.5) upper.CI(97.5)

(Intercept) 3.76 -3.72 11.13
barbule shape 0.12 0.05 0.19
barbule overlap -0.05 -0.10 0.01
align disorder 0.17 -0.21 0.55
phylogenetic.variance 0.52 0.00 16.14
residual.variance 50.48 34.54 76.92

Supplementary table 9: Correlation between directionality and structural parameters. Optical
theory predicts that angular dependency of brightness γB (inversely proportional to directionality
sensu Osorio and Ham (2002)) is controlled by how well-arranged barbules are (barbule shape,
overlap and alignment). We test this on empirical data from hummingbird iridescent feathers
using MCMCglmm. The first column contains explanatory variables, the second one the estimate of
the effect size, and the third and fourth one the lower and higher (respectively) bounds of the
95 % credibility interval for the effect size. Significant effects of explanatory variables are shown
with a cyan background. This result is also illustrated in fig. 4a.
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Estimates(median) lower.CI(2.5) upper.CI(97.5)

(Intercept) 530.52 434.10 628.52
melanin thickness -3.95 -6.91 -1.03
keratin thickness 1.31 -0.15 2.82
air thickness 1.07 -0.27 2.39
typeSolid 51.99 -83.20 189.78
typeMixed -48.62 -176.52 83.84
interference order (m) 93.95 67.99 119.55
melanin thickness:typeSolid 1.92 -2.01 5.79
melanin thickness:typeMixed 9.64 3.69 15.85
keratin thickness:typeSolid -1.09 -3.02 0.87
keratin thickness:typeMixed -6.06 -9.56 -2.87
air thickness:typeMixed -0.39 -2.32 1.55
phylogenetic.variance 177.48 0.01 2266.77
residual.variance 973.09 297.37 1893.45

Supplementary table 10: Correlation between hue (Hmax) and structural parameters. Optical
theory predicts that hue Hmax is controlled by layer thickness and refractive index (i.e. multilayer
type). We test this on empirical data from hummingbird iridescent feathers using MCMCglmm. The
first column contains explanatory variables, the second one the estimate of the effect size, and the
third and fourth one the lower and higher (respectively) bounds of the 95 % credibility interval
for the effect size. Significant effects of explanatory variables are shown with a cyan background.
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Estimates(median) lower.CI(2.5) upper.CI(97.5)

(Intercept) 83.79 39.06 128.68
mel varsize -0.56 -2.27 1.18
ker varsize -0.01 -1.09 1.13
air varsize 0.45 -0.93 1.80
typeSolid -54.15 -109.99 -0.41
typeMixed -37.85 -84.53 8.81
nb layers -1.04 -2.73 0.65
align disorder 1.20 -0.05 2.45
barbule shape 0.25 0.00 0.50
typeSolid:nb layers 3.28 -1.80 8.53
typeMixed:nb layers 1.76 -0.95 4.48
phylogenetic.variance 88.77 0.01 473.16
residual.variance 348.87 176.42 658.59

Supplementary table 11: Correlation between FWHM (opposite of saturation) and structural pa-
rameters. Optical theory predicts that saturation is controlled by the variance in layer thickness,
the number of layers and their refractive index (i.e. multilayer type) as well as disorder in the
alignment of the multilayers. We test this on empirical data from hummingbird iridescent feath-
ers using MCMCglmm. The first column contains explanatory variables, the second one the estimate
of the effect size, and the third and fourth one the lower and higher (respectively) bounds of the
95 % credibility interval for the effect size. Significant effects of explanatory variables are shown
with a cyan background.
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Estimates(median) lower.CI(2.5) upper.CI(97.5)

(Intercept) 15.74 6.72 23.40
keratin size 0.51 0.41 0.62
phylogenetic.variance 5.41 0.00 70.55
residual.variance 55.64 30.58 87.55

Supplementary table 12: Correlation between melanin and keratin layer thicknesses using
MCMCglmm. The first column contains explanatory variables, the second one the estimate of the
effect size, and the third and fourth one the lower and higher (respectively) bounds of the 95 %
credibility interval for the effect size. Significant effects of explanatory variables are shown with
a cyan background.

Estimates(median) lower.CI(2.5) upper.CI(97.5)

(Intercept) 18.21 2.88 34.16
air thickness 0.41 0.22 0.60
phylogenetic.variance 2.92 0.00 86.14
residual.variance 92.40 53.90 146.26

Supplementary table 13: Correlation between melanin and air layer thicknesses using MCMCglmm.
The first column contains explanatory variables, the second one the estimate of the effect size,
and the third and fourth one the lower and higher (respectively) bounds of the 95 % credibility
interval for the effect size. Significant effects of explanatory variables are shown with a cyan
background.

Estimates(median) lower.CI(2.5) upper.CI(97.5)

(Intercept) 32.58 3.19 62.41
air thickness 0.45 0.11 0.78
phylogenetic.variance 128.86 0.04 416.43
residual.variance 242.14 137.09 448.51

Supplementary table 14: Correlation between keratin and air layer thicknesses using MCMCglmm.
The first column contains explanatory variables, the second one the estimate of the effect size,
and the third and fourth one the lower and higher (respectively) bounds of the 95 % credibility
interval for the effect size. Significant effects of explanatory variables are shown with a cyan
background.
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DIGEST

Figure 1. Summary of the protocol used in Simpson and McGraw (2018). Dashed paths represent shuttle display behavior of each

species. The authors looked at deviations in color appearance during display (average color appearance and flashiness) between natural

color appearance (feather and shuttle display from the same species, top block in this figure) and mismatched color appearance (feather

and shuttle display from different species, bottom block in this figure). Colors for each species match those used in the original paper

(Simpson and McGraw 2018, Fig. 4).

sexual selection acts simultaneously on intrinsic plumage charac-

teristics and courtship behavior, and that both components play

an important role in the resulting iridescent signal within each

species.

The authors also investigated the relative contributions of

both plumage and shuttle behavior to the resulting iridescent sig-

nal. They found that the overall color appearance and changes in

hue during a display were mainly influenced by behavior rather

than plumage characteristics. On the contrary, changes in lumi-

nance during a display were correlated to throat patch size.

This article provides the first attempt to study a signal by

evaluating and manipulating multiple signal components at the

same time (behavior and feather properties) and by working at

the interspecific level. In doing so, this study provides an inter-

esting and reproducible experimental set-up that may be used

to study other parts of courtship displays in bee hummingbirds

(e.g., dives; Tamm et al. 1989) or in different species with com-

plex colors and/or displays (e.g., birds-of-paradise; Stavenga et al.

2011). Future studies should also investigate the ecological and

evolutionary drivers of the interspecific divergence in color and

courtship behavior in bee hummingbirds. In particular, it remains

unclear which specific signal features female prefer and use to

select their mates.
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Abstract10

1. Organisms often display multiple colours patches and for many analyses, it may be useful11

to take into account all these patches at the same time, and reconstruct the colour volume12

of the organisms. Stoddard and Prum (2008) proposed to use convex hulls to reconstruct13

the colour volume of a species. Convex hull volume has since then often been used as an14

index of colourfulness, and the intersection of multiple convex hulls is used to study the15

colour similarity between two objects.16

2. In this article, I outline the limitations of convex hulls in this context. In particular,17

multiple studies have reported that the convex hull overestimates the actual colour volume.18

I argue for the use of a more general tool, developed as a more flexible extension of the19

convex hulls: α-shapes. Depending on the parameter α, α-shapes can reconstruct concave20

(i.e. non-convex) volumes with voids or pockets, that are better suited for the estimation21

of colour volumes.22

3. To determine the optimal value of the parameter α, I point out two properties of multidi-23

mensional trait spaces and I propose technical tools to identify the α value satisfying these24

two properties. Using colour data from the whole bird community from the biological25

station of the Nouragues, French Guiana, I show that using α-shapes rather than convex26

hulls results in possibly major differences in the estimation of the colour volume.27

4. I discuss possible future developments of this new framework in both colour science, as well28

as other areas of ecology dealing with multidimensional trait spaces, such as community29

ecology where α-shape volumes could serve as a replacement for the functional richness30

FRic, or morphometrics.31

Introduction32

Colour is a communication channel widespread among a wide range of taxa (Bradbury and33

Vehrencamp, 2011; Schaefer, 2010). Many organisms do not display a single colour but rather34

an assemblage of colours on their body and it may be relevant to study all colour patches at the35

same time, instead of running independent analyses for each patch (Endler and Mielke, 2005).36

To allow the study of all the different colours in a single integrative analysis, Stoddard and37

Prum (2008) defined the colour volume, which they described as a measure of colour diversity38
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of an individual or a species (Stoddard and Prum, 2008). This colour volume was computed by39

building the minimal convex set (terms in bold are defined in the glossary at the end of this40

manuscript), also called convex hull, containing all data points (fig. 1a). An intuitive definition41

of a convex set is that it must contain all line segments connecting any pair of points. In 2011,42

this metric was extended by Stoddard and Stevens to compare colours between entire organisms43

or objects (such as eggs from nest parasites versus hosts) using vision models by computing the44

overlap between the convex hulls of the two objects.45

The convex hull may seem like an obvious choice for this task. It is commonly used in many46

areas of biological sciences to build a volume from a set of data points because it has many47

computational (efficient algorithms such as those presented in Graham 1972; Barber, Dobkin48

and Huhdanpaa 1996; Kirkpatrick and Seidel 1986; Chan 1996) and mathematical (unicity,49

conservation of convexity by projection or intersection, etc.) benefits. It is for example known as50

a measure for functional richness (often denoted FRic) in community ecology (Cornwell, Schwilk51

and Ackerly, 2006; Villéger, Mason and Mouillot, 2008), as a tool to evaluate species distributions52

(Burgman and Fox, 2003), body mass from skeletons in palaeontology (Sellers et al., 2012) or53

morphospaces (Kotrc and Knoll, 2015; Nordén et al., 2019). However no study has hitherto54

discussed the biological and evolutionary relevance of convex volumes to describe the colour55

space that can be produced by a taxon. Convexity is indeed a strong mathematical property56

that has been criticised in other areas of ecology (Galton and Duckham, 2006; Burgman and57

Fox, 2003). On the contrary, if we relax the convexity hypothesis, we get concave volumes which58

are defined as the absence of convexity and do therefore not make any assumption on the nature59

of the data. Some criticisms against convex hulls for colour volumes already emerged because60

it could not properly fit datasets that were obviously concave, as reported by Delhey (2015) in61

his study on Australian birds colour, and often led to an overestimation of the actual volume.62

Additionally, as reported previously (Worton, 1995; Blonder, Lamanna, Violle and Enquist,63

2014; Delhey, 2015; Kotrc and Knoll, 2015; Eliason, Shawkey and Clarke, 2016; Stournaras64

et al., 2013; Renoult, Kelber and Schaefer, 2017; Maia and White, 2018), convex polygons (such65

as the convex hull) are strongly influenced by outliers, which can cause errors in errors of volume66

or shape estimation. It is worth noticing that the original authors, Stoddard and Prum (2008)67

already highlighted these weaknesses in their founding article and alerted readers about the68

possible dangers in the interpretation of colour volumes, when used with no additional metrics.69

In spite of those criticisms, no alternative has been proposed yet and convex hull volumes are70
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still routinely used in colour science (Stoddard and Prum, 2011; Langmore et al., 2011; Stod-71

dard, 2012; Prum, LaFountain, Berro, Stoddard and Frank, 2012; Spottiswoode and Stevens,72

2012; Ödeen, Pruett-Jones, Driskell, Armenta and H̊astad, 2012; Galván, Negro, Rodŕıguez and73

Carrascal, 2013; Hanley, Stoddard, Cassey and Brennan, 2013; Pérez i de Lanuza, Font and74

Monterde, 2013; Renoult, Courtiol and Schaefer, 2013; Stournaras et al., 2013; Burd, Stayton,75

Shrestha and Dyer, 2014; Muchhala, Johnsen and S. D. Smith, 2014; Delhey, 2015; Ornelas,76

González, Hernández-Baños and Garćıa-Moreno, 2016; Doutrelant et al., 2016; Bukovac et al.,77

2017; Enbody, Lantz and Karubian, 2017; White, Dalrymple, Herberstein and Kemp, 2017;78

Dalrymple et al., 2018; Merwin, B. T. Smith and Seeholzer, 2018).79

In this article, I propose the use of a new mathematical tool to estimate colour volumes and80

colour volumes overlap, that works even for non-convex set of points: α-shapes (Edelsbrunner,81

Kirkpatrick and Seidel, 1983; Edelsbrunner and Mücke, 1994). α-shapes are a generalisation82

of convex hulls which aims at proposing a mathematical definition to the intuitive concept of83

shape of a set of points. They also present multiple benefits compared to other concave hulls84

(discussed in more details later on): (i) they can work in an arbitrary number of dimensions,85

and efficient algorithms exist for either 2 or 3-dimensional data (algorithmic time complexity of86

O(n log n) in 2D; Edelsbrunner, Kirkpatrick and Seidel 1983; Edelsbrunner and Mücke 1994), (ii)87

they are already used in other areas of ecology and evolution (Burgman and Fox, 2003; Brassey88

and Gardiner, 2015), meaning there are readily available and well tested tools to compute them89

(Pateiro-López and Rodŕıguez-Casal, 2010; Lafarge and Pateiro-López, 2017; Matlab 2018), (iii)90

when alpha is large enough, the α-shape algorithm gives the same output as the convex hull91

(Edelsbrunner, Kirkpatrick and Seidel, 1983), which means both the current Stoddard and Prum92

(2011)’s and the new approach described here can be thought of as using α-shapes, only with93

different choices of α.94

Methods95

Definition of α-shapes and algorithm96

An intuitive definition of α-shapes is illustrated in fig. 2 and stems from the close proximity97

between α-shapes and another geometrical object: α-hulls. Edelsbrunner, Kirkpatrick and98

Seidel (1983) and Edelsbrunner and Mücke (1994) present α-hulls using an analogy with the99

eraser tool from image editing softwares (the ”eraser intuition”). An α-hull is what remains100
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once you have cleared everything possible without erasing any data point using your eraser tool101

which has the shape of a ball (a disc in 2D) of radius α. The α-shape is obtained from the α-hull102

by linking points at the edge of the α-hull with straight lines, as illustrated in fig. 2.103

The algorithm to build α-shapes derives from an alternative but equivalent definition: α-shapes104

are simplicial complexes, whose simplicial components are obtained from the Delaunay105

triangulation, removing the simplices (edges, triangles, tetrahedra, etc.) whose circumcircle106

has radius greater or equal to α (Edelsbrunner, Kirkpatrick and Seidel, 1983; Edelsbrunner and107

Mücke, 1994). The algorithm can then be summarised in two simple steps:108

1. Compute the Delaunay triangulation of the set of points109

2. Remove all Delaunay simplices whose circumcircle has radius greater or equal to α or110

contains any data point111

From this definition follow two important properties of α-shapes (Edelsbrunner, Kirkpatrick and112

Seidel, 1983):113

Property 1. The length of edges of an α-shape is at most 2α.114

Property 2. For α large (i.e. α → +∞), the α-shape is the convex hull (Edelsbrunner, Kirk-115

patrick and Seidel, 1983; Edelsbrunner and Mücke, 1994).116

Characteristics of colour spaces117

Although the method presented here can be generalised to more general multidimensional niches118

and trait spaces, I will focus mostly on the case of colour spaces, which present several charac-119

teristics which simplify slightly the problem at hand.120

Colour spaces are multidimensional polygons that contain all colours that an organism can121

perceive. The most common colour spaces are chromaticity diagrams. Chromaticity diagrams122

are regular (n−1)-simplices where n is the number of photoreceptors from the species of interest.123

For example, in the case of trichomat species, the chromaticity diagram is Maxwell’s triangle124

and in the case tetrachromat species, it is a tetrahedron (Endler and Mielke, 2005; Stoddard125

and Prum, 2008).126

The coordinates of the chromaticity diagram vertices and thus the total possible volume have127

no real biological significance and are based on arbitrary conventions (Renoult, Kelber and128

Schaefer, 2017). Because of this, independently derived visual models may have different vertices129
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coordinates and total possible volume. For example, for tetrachromatic chromaticity diagrams130

(represented in a tetrahedron), which are used for bird vision, two systems of vertices coordinates131

leading to two different total possible volumes co-exist in the literature: the one from Kelber,132

Vorobyev and Osorio (2003), with total volume of 1/3 and the one from Endler and Mielke133

(2005) and Stoddard and Prum (2008), with total volume of
√
3/8 ≈ 0.2165. For this reason,134

colour volume should always be reported as a proportion of the total possible volume (using for135

example rel.c.vol column from pavo’s R package summary.colspace() output) instead of an136

absolute value.137

Reporting colour volumes as proportion of the total possible volume also allows to compare138

it between different organisms, even when they have different numbers of photoreceptors (e.g.139

colour volume in the trichromatic human colour space vs colour volume in the tetrachromatic140

bird colour space). On the opposite, comparing volumes across dimensions for multidimensional141

niches or trait spaces in the general case (not colour spaces) does not make sense.142

Another property of chromaticity diagrams simplifies the exploration of α-shapes in the present143

studies: chromaticity diagrams are isotropic, which means all directions have the same properties144

and distance unit. On the opposite, general multidimensional trait spaces used in functional145

ecology may be anisotropic (e.g. a 2D space with home range and longevity as axes). In this146

case, a distance of one unit does not have the same meaning depending on the direction. I147

discuss later in the article how this issue can be mitigated.148

Example data: bird colours from the Nouragues rainforest149

The present article uses two types of data to demonstrate the strengths of α-shapes over convex150

hulls: (i) Simulated data, (ii) Empirical data of quantum catches from the entire bird community151

from the Nouragues rainforest, in French Guiana, as seen by a UVS bird viewer under ideal il-152

lumination (constant reflectance for all wavelengths). Reflectance measurements were using a153

deuterium-halogen light source, a bifurcated optic probe at 45◦ and a spectrophotometer calib-154

rated relative to a dark reference and a white spectralon standard to ensure that measurements155

were independent of the light source and spectrometer used.156

Implementation of α-shapes in colour analysis toolbox pavo157

I have developed a series of scripts available in supplementary data to easily compute and plot158

colour volumes with α-shapes in R (R Core Team, 2019). The α-shape computation itself is159
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performed thanks to existing R packages (Pateiro-López and Rodŕıguez-Casal, 2010; Lafarge160

and Pateiro-López, 2017). R is a free and open-source programming language and widely used161

in ecology and evolution, making it a good target for large and rapid dissemination of this162

method. These functions are also readily compatible with the pavo R package, a widely used163

toolbox in colour science (Maia, Eliason, Bitton, Doucet and Shawkey, 2013; Maia, Gruson,164

Endler and White, 2018), and provide the tetrashape() and tcsshape() functions as drop-in165

replacements for pavo’s function which plot convex hulls (vol() and tcsvol() respectively).166

These functions alongside a detailed example showing how to use them are available in ESM.167

Results and discussion168

Determination of optimal α value169

Most studies using α-shapes in other fields do not offer guidance on the choice of the value α and170

instead recommend the choice is made based on a posteriori visual evaluation of the fit. But171

for colour volumes (and more generally, for multidimensional niches or trait spaces), there is no172

theoretical reason to prefer one fit compared to the other (as the general shape of the colour173

volume is not known) and the a posteriori visual evaluation entirely relies on the user subjective174

judgement, possibly resulting in biased choices that would better conform to their predictions175

and expectations.176

On the contrary, we want to define an optimal value of α based on minimal assumptions about177

the colour volume. Because of property 1, there is no ”magic” value for α that will work for all178

data sets. This value can only be defined in the context of a given set on points.179

But in all cases, we want to satisfy the two following conditions:180

Condition 1. All data points should contribute to the final volume. In other words, there should181

be no isolated n-simplex (points and lines in 2D; points, lines and triangles in 3D) because their182

volume is zero, everything happens as if the related data points were discarded from the estimation183

of the trait volume.184

Condition 2. The shape should fit the data points as closely as possible (following the parsimony185

principle). In other words, the volume should be minimised given the data points.186

The α value which meets these two conditions is the α∗ used in Cholewo and Love (1999). It187

also corresponds to the value returned by the criticalAlpha() function in MATLAB2014b (or188
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following versions) when used with the option ”all-points” and the default value to build 2D189

α-shape with the alphaShape() function. I also provide in ESM an R script to compute the 3D190

α-shapes matching these two criteria.191

Effect of subsampling and outliers192

Convex hulls have been criticised for being highly sensitive to outliers (Renoult, Kelber and193

Schaefer, 2017; Maia and White, 2018), and this problem worsens as the number of dimensions194

of the colour space increases.195

For similar reasons to those developed by Reem (2011) about the related mathematical concept196

of Voronoi diagrams, α-shapes benefit from a relative local stability property. Let us imagine197

that one data point is removed from the data set. In the best case scenario, it is an interior point198

and this removal does not affect that resulting α-shape. In the worst case scenario, this point is199

a regular vertex linked to the furthest possible α-neighbours, which each lie at a distance α. This200

area of the removed Delaunay k-simplex is then
√
k+1

k!
√
2k
αk. We notice that the change in colour201

volume with the removal of one point increases with α. Therefore, the change in colour volume202

with the framework proposed here is smaller than the change with a convex hull (α large).203

For the same reason, measurement errors or noise in the data will only have an effect on the α-204

neighbours, and will cause overall an error in the estimation of the volume that directly depends205

on the value of α. The error will thus be smaller in the case of α-shapes than in the case of206

convex hulls.207

Comparison of α-shapes versus convex hulls for the computation of the volume208

Because of property 2 and the fact that the volume of α-shapes increases with α (Edelsbrunner,209

Kirkpatrick and Seidel, 1983), we can deduce that α-shapes will always result in a lower colour210

volume than convex hulls. The difference in the estimation of the volume will depend on the211

data set. Unsurprisingly, the effect is larger in data set with holes or concave data sets.212

For example, the colour volume of the Nouragues bird community has large empty areas when213

fitted by a convex hull (fig. 1), in a very similar fashion to what Delhey (2015) found for the bird214

community of Australia. These empty areas inflate the colour volume of the Nouragues natural215

reserve to 25% (relative to the total volume of the tetrahedron). When fitted by an α-shape216

with the optimal α parameter (α ≈ 0.111 for this example), the resulting colour volume is very217

different and represents only 8.6% of the total volume of the tetrahedron (fig. 3).218
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Figure 3: Effect of the value α on the volume of the resulting α-shapes, or colour volume, for the
Nouragues rainforest bird community. The optimal α (≈ 0.111) value for this dataset, identified
thanks to the two criteria listed previously, is marked with a red line. The convex hull volume
is 25%.
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Comparison of α-shapes versus convex hulls for the computation of the overlap219

One of the criticisms against convex hulls is that they can create spurious overlap values. This is220

actually due to the fact that convex hulls can include large areas with no data points. α-shapes,221

because they more closely fit the data points (especially if you use the α value recommended in222

this study), should not suffer as much from this weakness. This difference between convex hulls223

and α-shapes is illustrated on a example with simulated data for a trichromat viewer in fig. 4.224

There is currently no exact algorithm to compute the intersection of concave polygons, such225

as α-shapes, in an arbitrary number of dimensions (but see st_intersect() function from226

the sf R package for 2D; Pebesma 2018). A computationally efficient method is then to use a227

Monte Carlo approach, as was done in Stoddard and Prum (2008) and Blonder, Lamanna, Violle228

and Enquist (2014). An example for α-shapes in 3D is given in ESM (overlap3d(), drop-in229

replacement for pavo::voloverlap()).230

Comparison of α-shapes versus other concave hull fitting methods231

α-shapes have interesting unique properties compared to other types of concave hulls used in232

the literature and in other areas of ecology and evolution:233

• Concaveman, described in Park and Oh (2012), is an algorithm that builds possibly concave234

hulls by removing edges larger than a given threshold value from the convex hull. However,235

current implementations only work in 2D (Gombin, Vaidyanathan and Agafonkin, 2017),236

which is not suitable for tetrachromat and pentachromat viewer, as well as for its use to237

describe a multidimensional niche or trait space in a more general case.238

• The hypervolume R package provides a method based on multidimensional kernel density239

estimation (KDE) to construct possibly concave hypervolumes from data points, even240

in a high number of dimensions (Blonder, Lamanna, Violle and Enquist, 2014; Blonder,241

Morrow et al., 2018). It has met a large success for the description of multidimensional242

niches but the probabilistic approach makes it more difficult to formally derive general243

properties of the niche or the intersection of niches. The KDE and the α-shape approaches244

also fundamentally differ in the way extreme points are considered. Depending on the245

parameters, the KDE approach used in the hypervolume approach will mainly focus on246

the areas with high point density and may leave extreme points outside of the niche247

(depending on the threshold value). On the opposite, the α-shape approach presented248
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(a) Colour volume intersection with convex hull
(α → +∞).
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(b) Colour volume intersection with α-shapes.

Figure 4: Overlaps of colour volumes in the chromaticity diagram of a trichromat, estimated
with (a) a convex hull or (b) an α-shape. Two different species are figured with different colours.
The estimation with the convex hull can create spurious non-zero overlap values even in the case
when the two species do not share any common colours. This is not the case for α-shapes.
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in this article will include all points in the resulting niche. Depending on the biological249

question, either of these two approaches may be preferred to the other. Interestingly, in250

high dimensions, the only computationally tractable way to use this KDE method is to251

use a rectangular function kernel and the hypervolume and the α-shape approaches then252

become highly related from the mathematical point of view, as detailed in ESM.253

Perspectives: α-shapes in other domains of ecology and evolution254

α-shapes could also be used in other fields where the use of convex hulls gives rise to grow-255

ing criticism. However, caution is required to transpose the approach we describe here. As256

mentioned before, the colour space is known a priori and is isotropic (i.e. all directions have257

the same properties). Conversely, in functional ecology or in morphometrics for example, trait258

spaces may be composed by binary, discrete, or continuous traits, meaning all directions are not259

equivalent and one unit of dimension does not have the same meaning in every direction. To260

solve this issue, data must be normalised beforehand, as already reported in previous studies261

about other types of concaves volumes (Blonder, Lamanna, Violle and Enquist, 2014).262

As of today, the main limit to use α-shapes in other fields lies in the fact that current software263

to compute α-shapes only work in two or three dimensions, mainly because of a lack of interest264

(most applications focus on reconstructing 3D objects, such as proteins). However, α-shapes265

can easily be generalised to higher dimensions (Edelsbrunner, Kirkpatrick and Seidel, 1983;266

Edelsbrunner and Mücke, 1994) and the current limitation is purely a computational limitation,267

with the most computationally intensive step being the Delaunay triangulation (Edelsbrunner268

and Mücke, 1994). But new, efficient algorithms for the Delaunay triangulation have been269

developed recently (Hornus and Boissonnat, 2008) and could allow the use of α-shapes for270

animals with more than four classes of photoreceptors (Pike, 2012).271
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• Voronoi diagram: a Voronoi diagram is a specific partitioning of the space into regions463

depending on the closest data point. It has a strong mathematical relationship to the464

Delaunay triangulation (duality).465

Link between α-shapes and hypervolumes with rectangular function kernels466

When the kernel used in the KDE approach implemented in the hypervolumes R package by467

Blonder, Morrow et al. (2018) is a rectangular function, the result is a geometrical object with468

a strong relationship to α-shapes. An alternative definition of α-shapes is indeed that they are469

the nerve of the intersection between union of balls of radius α centered on the data points with470

the voronoi cells of the data set (Edelsbrunner, 1995).471

This means that α-shapes is the nerve of the intersection between hypervolume obtained by the472

KDE method and the Voronoi cells of the data set, as illustrated in fig. S4.473
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Supplementary figure 4: Illustration of the link between α-balls (in blue) and α-shapes (in
black). α-balls are balls (or discs in 2D) of radius α centered on the data points. α-shapes are
the nerve of the union of α-balls. In the case of a rectangular kernel, each α-balls is also the
density estimated around a given point by the hypervolume approach.
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Access Publisher Copyright & Self-Archiving Policies via the ‘SHERPA/RoMEO’ API
This blog post has been published on rOpensci blog and is released under a Creative Commons

Attribution 4.0 license

We’ve been following rOpenSci’s work for a long time, and we use several packages on a daily basis for

our scientific projects, especially taxize to clean species names, rredlist to extract species IUCN statuses

or treeio to work with phylogenetic trees. rOpensci is a perfect incarnation of vibrant and diverse

community where people learn and develop new ideas, especially regarding scientific packages. We’ve

also noticed howmuch the thorough review process improves the quality of the packages that join the

rOpenSci ecosystem. And while we were admiring the dynamics of rOpenSci community, we started

to wonder howwe could contribute to this ecosystem. And this is howwe started our quest to find a

project that could fit rOpenSci goals while at the same time teach us new skills.

Open Access is the idea that scientific articles should be available to everyone to favour scientific

dissemination, as well as public information. Open Access is rising in the scientific community with

more andmore public funding agencies requiring funded projects to make their article open access.

But several very different models exist under this umbrella term of “Open Access”. One of them is

the so-called “green open access”, where the articles are made publicly available by their authors via

their deposition in institutional or public repositories, such as bioRxiv or HAL. Scientific journals have

different policies regarding green open access: some let you archive various versions of themanuscript

right a�er acceptance, while others ask you to wait an embargo period or forbid entirely the archival of

themanuscript. To support green open access, scientists can elect to publish their work in journals that

authorize manuscript archival. And this is where SHERPA/RoMEO comes in handy: it offers a publicly

available database of open access policies of scientific journals and lists the conditions under which

manuscript archival might be allowed.

The SHERPA/RoMEO database is available through an Application Programming Interface (API), which

meant that we could build an R client to programmatically access this data. This would allow re-

searchers to more easily select journals based on their manuscript archival policies. An R client would

also be a precious tool for bibliometricianswhowant to get the general picture of open access practices

in a particular subfield.

Although we had no prior experience working with web data or scraping APIs for data, we knew several

tools existed to interactwith APIs in R such as httr or rOpenSci’s crul. And aswe started thedevelopment

of rromeo, we also knewwe could use themany examples of R client for APIs available on the CRAN

Task View onWeb Technologies as models.

SHERPA/RoMEO API

SHERPA/RoMEO has been available through a web interface since at least February 2004 according

to the Internet Archive and their API was released in December 2006, making their data available to

anyone since then.

There are three versions of the manuscript considered in SHERPA/RoMEO:
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1. pre-print, which is the manuscript version before peer review;

2. post-print, which is the manuscript as accepted a�er peer review but not yet typeset as an

article in the journal;

3. and typeset manuscript/publisher’s manuscript, which is themanuscript with the text a�er

peer-review, fully typeset, as it appears in the journal.

Figure by Ryan Regier, with Book icon from Benny Forsberg, CC-BY 3.0

Some journals accept the archival only of the pre-print, while others accept both pre-print and post-

print, or even accept the archival of all three versions! SHERPA/RoMEO’s API lets you know what is the

policy of a journal using its name, or its ISSN, and whether restrictions apply such as embargo periods

before publicly archiving different manuscript versions.

But even though the database is still updated, it seems the development of the API stopped in 2013,

which means it’s lacking some functionalities and it does not always followmodern web standards.

Because of this, we could not always readily use R packages but we o�en needed to perform small

adjustments first. For example, it did not always use valid XML and the character encoding was not

declared in the HTTP headers, but in the body of the document. Furthermore, the SHERPA/RoMEO is

not RESTful and thus the queries were a little more complex to design. Fortunately, the developers

had written a full documentation of all different types of query we could run.
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rromeo: an R API client

rromeo lets you access basic information regarding the journal policies in R. You can get the policy of a

specific journal with its title using the function rr_journal_name():

1 rromeo::rr_journal_name("Methods in Ecology and Evolution")

1 title issn romeocolour preprint

2 1 Methods in Ecology and Evolution 2041-210X yellow can

3 postprint pdf pre_embargo post_embargo pdf_embargo

4 1 restricted cannot <NA> 12 months <NA>

In this example, we see that “Methods in Ecology and Evolution” allows the archival of pre-print

manuscripts, post-print manuscripts (but with restrictions) but it does not allow the archival of the

typeset manuscript (pdf column). A 12 months embargo is required before the public archival of

post-print manuscripts (post_embargo column).

You can also fetch the policy of several journals at once by matching the beginning of the title via the

argument qtype = "starts":

1 rromeo::rr_journal_name("Bird", qtype = "starts")

1 4 journals match your query terms.

2 Recursively fetching data from each journal. This may take some time...

3 title issn romeocolour preprint

postprint

4 1 Bird Behavior 0156-1383 blue cannot

cannot

5 2 Bird Conservation International 0959-2709 green can

can

6 3 Bird Populations 1074-1755 <NA> <NA> <

NA>

7 4 Bird Study 0006-3657 green can

can

8 pdf pre_embargo post_embargo pdf_embargo

9 1 can <NA> <NA> <NA>

10 2 cannot <NA> <NA> <NA>

11 3 <NA> <NA> <NA> <NA>

12 4 cannot <NA> <NA> <NA>

Finally, rromeo can also retrieve publisher’s information:
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1 rromeo::rr_publisher_name("Oxford University Press")

1 romeoid publisher alias romeocolour preprint

postprint

2 1 55 Oxford University Press OUP yellow can

restricted

3 pdf

4 1 unclear

which gives you the general policy of the “Oxford University Press” regarding manuscript archival.

Some restrictions may apply depending on the precise branch of the publisher you plan to publish

with, so you should always double check before archiving your manuscripts.

You can get a full overview of rromeo capabilities by reading the introductory vignette.

Developing an API package: first steps

Wehad no prior experienceworkingwithweb technologies within R, and this ended up begin a rich and

fruitful experience for us. Our first step was to choose the R package to perform the web requests. We

picked httr over rOpenSci’s crul package for its even higher-level of use as httr hides even more details

on how it handles the query compared to crul. Wemade sure to follow the best practices described

in its “Building API Packages” vignette. We then naturally turned to the xml2 package to parse the

resulting XML file, as recommended in rOpenSci package development book.

We wanted to follow best development practices such as having unit tests to check the behavior of

functions in the package. But we didn’t intially know how to run unit tests that required an internet

connection. We discovered that the answer ismocking: storing locally fake HTTP responses thatmimic

the API and use them to test the functions in our package. Creating these fake responses is not an easy

task but fortunately, rOpensci’s vcr package is exactly suited for this task. vcr records requests and

replays them during the tests (learn more about it in the technote about vcr). We used it in all our tests

as well as for caching the examples shown in the README file. The companion book on HTTP testing

helped us dive into the different options suitable to record our requests.

While working on rromeo, we realized that the level of details offered to the user was a delicate balance:

on one side, we ran the risk of not being flexible enough to be useful and on the other side, the

complexity of the package would just become untractable. We were greatly inspired by the many

packages developed by Scott Chamberlain that sometimes offer two different interfaces for different

kind of users (see rredlist for example). This strategy may be useful to offer different kind of granularity

of information on details depending on the future use of the API information.
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A similar issue lied with the license of the SHERPA/RoMEO data: the API returns a license notice with

each request but we didn’t want to flood the user with too much information. We opted to include this

information in theCITATION file of the package accessiblewith the commandcitation("rromeo").

We since then noticed other strategies in other packages, such as having a DATA_USE file in the root of

the source repository and we are still thinking about what the best choice is here.

Developing an API package: gotchas and lessons learned

Wewere eager to learn but wemade somemistakes in the process. Thankfully, these were caught in

the review process before we submitted the package for the first official release on CRAN.

For example, it is good practice to use an API key whenworking with APIs, to let the owners track usage.

rromeo provides several ways to set up an API key a�er registering it: a key argument in all functions,

setting up an environment variable in the session, using an .Renviron or an .Rprofile file. These 4

options are summarized in the API key vignette. Our first explanation on how to setup an API key was

difficult to understand and was located in the function help files. We thank both our reviewers, Philipp

Ottolinger and BrunaWundervald, for encouraging us towrite a full vignette regarding API keys. Thanks

to their comments we also wrote the rr_auth() function that writes the key as an environmental

variable. There may be room for improvement regarding the security of the API key but the access to

the API is probably not very sensitive in our case.

Similar to setting up an API key, setting a user-agent when doing web-scraping is good practice to let

the owners of the website/API fromwhich kind of so�ware the requests come from. Bruna Wundervald

pointed out that we had forgotten to setup a user-agent even though it was specified in the httr best

practices vignette. We tweaked our requests using httr::add_headers("user-agent"= ...) to

add a user-agent with a custom defined string that links to the GitHub page of the package and returns

its version number. To check that the user-agent was well defined we used the awesome website

https://httpbin.org/which is a simpleHTTP request& response service. It is very useful to test prototype

queries andmake sure you get back what you wanted. We used https://httpbin.org/user-agent with

our custom specified header to make sure we had set up the user-agent correctly. We do recommend

using httpbin.org services to prototype requests and test the passing of arguments.

Because all packages are in the endmade for users, it is always important to think about the interface

you want to expose to your users. We first had a single function rr_journal_name()with a Boolean

argument called multiple. Based on the value of this argument, the result of rr_journal_name

() could be wildly different. Both our reviewers noticed it was unexpected from a naive user point

of view and suggested to split the function in two different functions that had consistent output:

rr_journal_name()would return all the information regarding policies and rr_journal_find()

would return simply the title aswell as the ISSN of the journal if found. The newoutlook of independent

reviewers helped us take a step back regarding the functions we were exposing to the users.
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Giving back to the community

Aswementionedpreviously, ourmain sourceof attraction towards rOpenSciwas its thriving community.

We’ve always been convinced that collaboration produced the best scientific output. Because of this,

wewere glad to notice that our experiencewith rromeo could have ripple effects andhelp other projects

in the community.

Filing issues when you find a bug is an easy but efficient way to give back to the community. vcr

and webmockr are recent rOpenSci packages that have mainly been used by a handful of developers

until now, one of them being rOpenSci co-founder Scott Chamberlain. Scott o�en uses crul in his API

packages while we used httr for rromeo. We were able to identify issues with vcr and webmockr when

used with httr but they were fixed promptly 123.

We also plan to contact the SHERPA/RoMEO API developers to let them knowwe developed rromeo

and have their feedback on the package.

The future

rromeo is both on GitHub and CRAN now and seems quite stable. The SHERPA/RoMEO API offers more

data regarding paid open access policies (http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/PaidOA.php) as well

as other restrictions on manuscript archival. We are still looking for a suitable format to return this

information to users. If you want to get involved, we welcome contributions (look for the issues tagged

“help wanted” on GitHub).

We enjoyed the experience of contributing to rOpenSci, benefiting from great recommendations by

the editor and reviewers, as well as discovering bugs in lesser used packages along the way.

We are nowmoving to another package that we plan to submit to rOpenSci. It is also an API package

so we’ll be using some of the knowledge we got from developing rromeo. We hope to be back soon on

the rOpenSci blog to talk about that ;)
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Not all R packages that we receive at MEE fit in with the rOpenSci package scope, but I’d love to see

them go through a similar process. This is where the rOpenSci review checklist comes in. In my view,

it’s the gold standard for reviewing R packages and I was thrilled to see that Hao (manuscript reviewer)

had used it with this paper.

The idea of doing code review as part of reviewing amanuscript is new to a lot of people. O�en, invited

reviewers decline because they don’t think they have the right experience. If you have experience with

creating packages though, reviewing code isn’t something to be worried about. rOpenSci’s guidelines

are a great way for people new to reviewing code to become comfortable with the process.

Hao Ye,Manuscript Reviewer

When I was asked to review the code for the pavo 2.0 manuscript1, I had an initial moment of panic –

I had no experience doing formal code review. Luckily, I knew that rOpenSci had a set of reviewing

guidelines, and that a few MEE Applications papers had used them. The same guidelines are also used

by the Journal of Open Source So�ware (JOSS). Although this submission wasn’t flagged for rOpenSci

review, I didn’t see a conflict with using their guidelines for my task.

The checklist helped me to organise my review. I started with the basic package review template, and

then focused on a detailed look at the primary vignette (which is where I expect most users start).

The rOpenSci guidelines encourage the use of some automated tools, like goodpractice to facilitate

reviewing. The hardest part was providing suggestions to address what the goodpractice::gp()

function flagged as complex or redundant code. The remainder of the review went pretty smoothly.

I’m a fan of task checklists, so I’m glad that the authors found my comments useful. Hopefully the

changes will help with the future maintenance of the package.

ThomasWhite and Hugo Gruson,Manuscript Authors

Wewere immediately struck by the rigor and thoughtfulness of the reviews and pleasantly surprised to

see reference to rOpenSci in Hao’s [anonymous] review. It was clear that Hao and two other reviewers

had invested significant time in examining not only the manuscript and documentation, but the

codebase itself. An uncommon, but welcome experience.

Our package was singularly improved as a result, both for end-users and ourselves. Many of the

suggestions that we implemented – such as comprehensive test coverage, explicit styling, greater code

safety, executable examples, and contributor guidelines – will persist and guide the development of

this (and related) packages into the future.

1Maia, R., Gruson, H., Endler, J. A., & White, T. E. (2019). pavo 2: new tools for the spectral and spatial analysis of colour in R.

Methods in Ecology and Evolution. https://doi.org/10.1111/2041-210X.13174
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We know that so�ware is challenging to review since the overlap of field-specific expertise between

developers and biologists is relatively limited. This is where the value of rOpenSci’s work in developing

tractable standards for reviewers and developers really comes into focus, as well as the willingness

of journals such as MEE to encourage their use. We’re just grateful for the experience and would be

thrilled to see the practice expand in scope and reach where possible.

Chris Grieves, Assistant Editor, Methods in Ecology and Evolution

Since the early days of the journal, code and so�ware papers (or Applications articles as we call them)

have been really important to MEE. In our Policy on Publishing Code we highlight our commitment to

ensuring the quality of code through the peer review process.

We’ve got a team of dedicated Applications Editors who handle code manuscripts and they do a great

job of balancing their comments on themanuscript and the code that goes along with it. Resources

like the rOpenSci package review guidelines can really help to take the pressure off these Editors, and

they give reviewers confidence to comment on the code. It’s great to have the chance to promote them

here and we hope that this post will encourage more people to check them out.

We also partner directly with rOpenSci for so�ware peer review. If you have an R package that meets

the aims and scope of both MEE and rOpenSci, you can opt for a joint review in which the R package is

reviewedby rOpenSci, followedby fast-tracked reviewof themanuscript byMEE.Manuscripts published

through this process are recognized via a mark on both HTML and PDF versions of their paper. We’ve

had two articles published to date as a result of this partnership2 3.

Reflections

Having amanuscript reviewed can o�en feel like a quitemysterious process. Your work disappears into

a black box and comes out with a load of anonymous suggestions for how to improve it. At rOpenSci

andMethods in Ecology and Evolution, we want to help open up that black box. Thanks to Hugo’s tweet

of gratitude, and the goodwill of the editors, reviewers and authors of the pavo 2.0 paper, this post

provides a glimpse of what is possible. Will you give it a try next time?

2Sciaini, M., Fritsch, M., Scherer, C., & Simpkins, C. E. (2018). NLMR and landscapetools: An integrated environment

for simulating and modifying neutral landscape models in R. Methods in Ecology and Evolution, 9(11), 2240-2248.

https://doi.org/10.1111/2041-210X.13076
3Zizka, A., Silvestro, D., Andermann, T., Azevedo, J., Duarte Ritter, C., Edler, D., . . . & Svantesson, S. CoordinateCleaner:

Standardized cleaning of occurrence records from biological collection databases. Methods in Ecology and Evolution.

https://doi.org/10.1111/2041-210X.13152

Stefanie Butland, Nick Golding, Chris Grieves, Hugo Gruson, Thomas White, Hao Ye 4
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integrate these complex methods into clear, open, and reproduc-

ible workflows (White et al., 2015), allowing researchers to retain 

focus on the exploration of interesting questions.

Here we introduce PAVO 2, a major revision and update of the R 

package PAVO (Maia, Eliason, Bitton, Doucet, & Shawkey, 2013a). 

Since its initial release, the package has provided a cohesive 

framework for the processing and analysis of spectral data, yet 

the interceding years have seen the advent of novel analytical 

PAVO 2 has been extensively expanded to incorporate a suite of 

new tools, with the most significant advance being the inclusion 

of geometry- based analyses. This allows for the quantification 

of spectral and spatial properties of colour patterns within a 

single workflow, thereby minimizing the computational and 

cognitive overhead associated with their otherwise fragmented 

analysis.

| PAVO

The conceptual focus of PAVO remains centred on three components: 

(a) data importing and processing, and ongoing feedback between (b) 

direct installation through R from CRAN

package=pavo), while the development version is available on Github 

(https://github.com/rmaia/pavo). Comprehensive details and exam-

ples of the rich functionality of PAVO are available in help files as well 

as the package vignettes. Indeed, we strongly encourage readers to 

PAVO as of version 2, displaying some key functions at each stage
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refer to the vignettes as the primary source for information on PAVO's 

functionality (accessible through browseVignettes(pavo), and at 

http://rafaelmaia.net/pavo/), since they are updated as necessary 

with every package release.

|

Images and spectra can be loaded into PAVO in bulk through the use 

of getimg() and getspec(), respectively. Both are capable of 

handling multiple data formats, such as jpeg, bmp, and png in the 

case of images, and over a dozen formats of spectral data, including 

the diverse and complex proprietary formats of the various spec-

trometer vendors. Once loaded, the data are stored as objects of an 

appropriate custom S3 class for use in further functions. Spectral 

data are of class rspec, and inherit methods from data.frame, 

while images are of class rimg, and are multidimensional objects 

(typically 3D, for an RGB image) that inherit methods from array. If 

more than one image is imported in a single call to getimg(), then 

each image is stored as an element of a list. This class system allows 

for � among other things � the reliable use of generic functions 

such as plot() and summary(), which can be called any time to 

inspect and visualize data.

Several functions then facilitate the initial processing of colour 

data. It is often desirable to process spectra to remove unwanted 

noise, modify the spectral range, and/or interpolate the standard 

wavelength intervals, all of which may be achieved through proc-

spec() procimg() offers similar functionality such as 

the ability to interactively specify the real- world scale of images (in 

preferred units of measurement), rotate and resize images, or define 

the boundary between a focal object and the visual background. The 

scope of image processing in PAVO 2 is minimalist by design, as much of 

what might be used during standard image handling are either needs 

best considered and met by researchers during image capture and 

data- checking, or are readily achieved within R using existing packages 

such as IMAGER (Barthelme, 2018) and MAGICK (Ooms, 2018). Indeed, PAVO 

2 includes convenience functions to convert between image- classes 

used by PAVO, IMAGER and MAGICK, allowing ready access to extensive 

image- processing capabilities.

|

The repeated visualization of spectral and spatial data is an es-

sential step during all stages of analysis, and PAVO 2 offers numer-

ous tools and publication- ready graphics fit for purpose. Once the 

package is loaded, the plot() function recognizes objects of class 

rspec and rimg, as well as colspace (the product of visual mod-

elling, detailed below), and becomes the conduit to most visuali-

plot() will produce 

instead be visualized, as well as data from more specialized models, 

(Smith & Guild, 1931; Westland, Ripamonti, & Cheung, 2012), cat-

egorical space (Troje, 1993), segment analysis (Endler, 1990), the 

colour- opponent coding space (Backhaus, 1991), or the �receptor- 

noise� space (de Ibarra, Giurfa, & Vorobyev, 2001; Pike, 2012). 

Images can also be plotted, with the result depending on whether 

and how they have been processed. When given an unprocessed 

rimg object, plot() will produce a simple raster- based plot of the 

classify() (dis-

cussed below), in which images are segmented into discrete colour- 

classes (or if a colour- classified image is loaded directly), the plot 

will use the mean RGB values of each colour- class to plot the now- 

|

Since the perception of colour is a subjective experience, signifi-

cant progress has been made in representing its reception using 

ecologically relevant �visual models� (Kelber, Vorobyev, & Osorio, 

2003; Kemp et al., 2015; Renoult et al., 2017), which PAVO 2 includes 

in an extended repertoire. The first step in such analyses is a call 

to vismodel(), which models photoreceptor stimulation (quantum- 

catches, or photon- flux) based on information about the viewer's 

visual sensitivity and viewing environments. While users are free 

to use their own spectra, PAVO includes a suite of built- in receptor 

sensitivities, illuminant and transmission data (be it environmental or 

ocular), and viewing backgrounds, for convenience.

Once quantum catches are estimated the results can used in a 

number of models, depending on the question and analytical ob-

jective at hand (Kemp et al., 2015; Renoult et al., 2017). General 

colourspaces are available through a call to colspace() which, if 

provided no further arguments, will model the data in a generalist 

di-  tri-  or tetrachromatic space informed by the dimensionality of 

the visual system. More specialized colourspaces � which may be 

informed by specific information about the visual systems of par-

ticular species � are also available via colspace(). The CIEXYZ, 

humans) are available, and colspace() will check that the appro-

priate inputs, such as the human colour- matching function, have 

been used to model receptor stimulation, as required (Smith & 

Guild, 1931; Westland et al., 2012). The colour- opponent- coding 

(Backhaus, 1991) and colour- hexagon (Chittka, 1992) models of 

bee vision are implemented, as is the 'categorical' model of fly 

colour- vision detailed by Troje (1993). Plots for every space are 

accessible through a call to plot() which, thanks to the underly-

ing class system, will draw on the appropriate visualization for the 

model at hand � be it a hexagon, a dichromatic segment, a Maxwell 

triangle or a three- dimensional tetrahedron.

The receptor- noise limited (RN) model of early- stage (retinal) 

colour processing has proven exceptionally popular (Vorobyev, 

Brandt, Peitsch, Laughlin, & Menzel, 2001; Vorobyev & Osorio, 

1998), and has been tested to varying degrees in diverse taxa 
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stimulation in vismodel(), the model incorporates information on 

relative receptor densities and noise through the function cold-

ist(), and estimates either quantum-  or neural- noise weighted 

colour distances. Version 2 of PAVO introduces several extensions of 

this approach, such as the bootstrapped colour distance of boot-

coldist(), which provides an estimate of the noise- weighted dis-

tances (dS's and/or dL's) between the centroids of colour samples 

in multivariate space, with an appropriate measure of error (de-

tailed in Maia & White, 2018). Stimuli can also now be expressed 

and plotted as coordinates in �perceptual� (i.e. receptor- noise 

corrected) space by calling jnd2xyz() on the distances calcu-

lated in coldist() (de Ibarra et al., 2001; Pike, 2012). Notably, 

these functions now accept n- dimensional data (derived inde-

pendently, but see Clark, Santer, & Brebner, 2017; Gawryszewski, 

2018, for valuable discussion). This allows for the modelling of ex-

& Marshall, 1989, though given the lack of support for traditional 

opponency in these systems, the RN model may be of limited use 

here) or entirely hypothetical visual systems. Of course cold-

ist() also accepts the results of alternative models � such as the 

-

propriate for each space.

Exciting recent advances now allow for the analysis of 

colour pattern geometry � that is, the spatial structure of 

colour patches � in conjunction with the comparatively well- 

developed approaches to the spectral analysis of colour outlined 

above (Endler, 2012; Endler et al., 2018; Pike, 2018; Troscianko 

et al., 2017). The most significant extension of PAVO as of ver-

sion 2 is the introduction of an image- based workflow to allow 

for the combined analysis of the spectral and spatial structure 

of colour patterns, currently centred on measures of overall 

pattern contrast (Endler & Mielke, 2005), the adjacency anal-

ysis (Endler, 2012), and its extension, the boundary strength 

analysis (Endler et al., 2018). In PAVO 2, the various steps for 

such analyses are carried out through calls to classify(), 

which automatically or interactively segments images into dis-

crete colour- classes, and/or adjacent(), which performs the 

adjacency analysis and, if appropriate colour distances are also 

specified, the boundary strength analysis (discussed in Endler 

et al., 2018).

Briefly, these analyses entail classifying evenly spaced points 

within a visual scene into discrete colour classes using spec-

trometric measurements and/or photography. The column- wise 

and row- wise colour- class transitions between adjacent points 

are then tallied, and from this a suite of summary statistics on 

pattern structure � from simple colour proportions, through to 

colour diversity and pattern complexity � are estimated (e.g. 

Endler, Gaburro, & Kelley, 2014; Rojas, Devillechabrolle, & 

Endler, 2014; Rojas & Endler, 2013; White, 2017). The precise 

procedure that might be followed by researchers will vary con-

siderably depending on the goal and tools at hand, and PAVO 2 is 

designed to accommodate such flexibility. In relatively simple 

cases (as in the below example), users may import and calibrate 

images via getimg() and procimg(), segment the image via 

clustering using classify(), and combine it with spectrometric 

PAVO, as of version 2. Images are first imported and optionally processed 

by, for example, setting scales (yellow line) or defining objects and backgrounds (red outline). They may then be colour- classified before 

being passed to analytical functions, currently centred on the adjacency and boundary- strength analyses. If backgrounds and focal objects 

are defined then they can be analysed separately, concurrently, or either one can be excluded entirely
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measurements and visual modelling of the few discrete colour- 

classes in a call to adjacent(). In more complex cases, such 

as animals in their natural habitats, users may instead wish to 

collect spectrometric measurements along a grid- sample of 

the visual scene, visually model and statistically cluster the re-

sults (e.g. using vismodel()), then feed the resulting colour- 

classified grid into adjacent() directly (as per �method 1�: 

Endler, 2012), without the use of images or the classify() 

function at all (see the package vignette for an example).

-

atively simple analytical framework for the analysis of a colour 

pattern's spatial structure using images, with few requirements 

for specialized photographic equipment or and/or extensive cal-

ibration and processing (demonstrated in the colour- plate based 

example below). We thus make an analytical and conceptual dis-

tinction between the spectral data afforded by spectrometry (i.e. 

the number and �colour� of patches), and the spatial data afforded 

by images (i.e. the size, distribution and arrangement of patches), 

with the two able to be conveniently combined during latter 

-

cation of efforts of more general- purpose tools such as IMAGER 

(Barthelme, 2018) and MAGICK (Ooms, 2018), and the excellent 

image analysis toolbox �mica� for imageJ (Troscianko & Stevens, 

2015), which offer rich functionality for image processing and (in 

the latter case) analysis. We emphasize, however, that the con-

venience of the toolkit provided by PAVO 2 belies the complexity 

of the choices demanded of researchers and that every parame-

ter and option requires close consideration and justification. It 

Heliconius butterflies, sensu Endler (2012), arranged into putative models 

and mimics. The left side of each individual is as per the original, while the right half display pattern elements that have been classified into 

discrete classes via k- means clustering, using the classify() function
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is rare, for example, that image analyses should be used with-

out any input from visually- modelled spectrometric data, since 

naive clustering performed on uncalibrated images will offer a 

poor representation of a visual scene as relevant to non- human 

of discrete patches present (e.g. the argument kcols in clus-

ter()) and their approximate distribution is best estimated using 

spectrometric data in an ecologically relevant model, rather than 

relying on human- subjective estimates of colour segregation, or 

the automated clustering of RGB/HSV/Lab image data. Note that 

this is true across software packages for biological image analysis 

more generally, which should be used with caution if attempting 

to estimate ecologically salient measures of colour and/or pat-

tern similarity only using uncalibrated, compressed images clus-

tered using human- based colourspaces. One flexible approach 

combining spectrometry and image analysis is integrated into the 

below example, and Endler (2012) details others, such as estimat-

ing extant colours within a scene as the number of receptor- noise 

ellipsoids required to encompass an entire sample of spectra.

|

HELICONIUS

Butterflies of the genus Heliconius are widely involved in mimicry 

and have proven an exemplary system for studies of colour pattern 

development, ecology and evolution (Jiggins, 2016). Here we dem-

onstrate some of PAVO 2's capabilities by briefly examining the visual 

basis of mimicry in this system, with the objective of quantifying 

the spectral and spatial (dis)similarity between putative models and 

colour plate XII from Eltringham (1916), which is arranged into what 

-

tral analyses we collated six reflectance spectra from each of the 

assumed- discrete �red�, �yellow� and �black� patches (confirmed by 

spectral measurement, below) of the forewings of two species � H. 

egeria and H. melpomene

sources and the literature (Bybee et al., 2011; Wilts, Vey, Briscoe, 

we restrict our visual modelling to these two species, though the 

below spectral analyses would ideally be repeated for all model/

mimic pairs.

|

We first focus on the spectral data, both to confirm the assumption 

that there are discrete colour patches and because some of the re-

sults of this work will be drawn on for the latter pattern analyses. 

We begin by loading the reflectance spectra, which are saved in a 

single tab- delimited text file along with the image plates (available 

at the package repository; https://github.com/rmaia/pavo, or via 

figshare; https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.7445840), before 

Reflectance spectra 

from black, red, and yellow patches 

of Heliconius egeria and Heliconius 

melpomene, along with their positions in 

a tetrahedral model of avian vision (left 

side). The bootstrapped, noise- corrected 

chromatic and achromatic patch distances 

between species (right) predicts that the 

individual colours of this model/mimic 

pair are likely indistinguishable to avian 

predators
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LOESS- smoothing them to remove any minor electrical noise and 

zeroing spurious negative values.

# Load spectra

> heli_specs <- getspec("../data", ext = "txt")

# Smooth spectra and zero negative values

>     heli_specs <- procspec(heli_specs,

> opt = "smooth",

>                                            fixneg = "zero")

plot(heli _ specs, col = spec2rgb(heli _

specs)) displays the now- clean spectra, with each line coloured ac-

Our interest is in quantifying the fidelity of visual mimicry, so 

we must consider the perspective of ecologically relevant view-

ers (the primary selective agents) which, in the case of aposematic 

Heliconius, are avian predators (Benson, 1972; Chai, 1986). We thus 

use the receptor- noise limited model (Vorobyev & Osorio, 1998; 

Select results of the colour pattern analysis of model and mimic Heliconius

analyses. Strong correlations are evident in colour proportions (top row), measures of colour diversity and complexity (centre row), and 

estimates of mean chromatic and achromatic edge salience (bottom row)
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Vorobyev et al., 2001) to predict whether the black, red and yel-

low colour patches of a representative model and mimic are dis-

tinguishable to avian predators. This first entails estimating the 

photoreceptor quantum catches of a representative viewer, so we 

use a built- in average UV- sensitive avian visual phenotype for esti-

mating chromatic distances, and the double- cone sensitivity of the 

blue tit for luminance distances.

>      heli_model <- vismodel(heli_specs,

> visual = "avg.uv",

> achromatic = "bt.dc",

> relative = FALSE)

-

bution of stimuli by converting them to locations in an avian tetrahedral 

colourspace and plotting the results with plot(colspace(heli_

model)) -

culate noise- corrected chromatic and achromatic distances between 

patches. The coldist() function can be used to return the pairwise 

distances between every spectrum, which might then be averaged to 

derive a mean distance between species for every patch. This neglects 

the multivariate structure of such data, however, when the objective 

is to estimate the separation of groups in colourspace (Maia & White, 

2018). We therefore prefer a bootstrapped measure of colour distance 

using bootcoldist(), which provides a robust measure of the sep-

aration of our focal samples (i.e. the red, white, and black patches of 

model vs. mimic), along with a 95% confidence interval, which can be 

inspected to see if it exceeds the theoretical discrimination threshold 

of one JND. We specify a relative receptor density of 1:2:2:4 (ultra-

violet:short:medium:long wave- length receptors; Maier & Bowmaker, 

1993), a signal- to- noise ratio yielding a Weber fraction of 0.1 for both 

chromatic and achromatic receptors, and assume that noise is pro-

portional to the Weber fraction and independent of the magnitude 

of receptor stimulation (reviewed in Kelber et al. 2003; Olsson, Lind, 

& Kelber, 2017).

# Calculate the bootstrapped, noise-corrected colour distance

# between groups, using sample names to specify grouping ID's.

>          heli_dist <- bootcoldist(heli_model,

> by = sub("\\..*", "", rownames (heli_model)),

> n = c(1, 2, 2, 4),

> weber = 0.1,

> weber.achro = 0.1)

that the 95% CI of all chromatic and achromatic comparisons includes 

the theoretical threshold of one JND. This predicts that the individual 

colour pattern elements of putative model and mimic H. egeria and H. 

melpomene are indistinguishable, or difficult to discriminate, to avian 

viewers � the assumed intended recipient of the aposematic signals. 

scaled to encompass all species given the necessary data, and we can 

now use this information to inform our study of the spatial structure of 

these signals.

|

We first load the focal images, which comprise the individual 

samples from plate XII of Eltringham (1916), saved as jpegs 

as expected.

# Load all images. Here the 28 jpegs are stored in a folder called

# 'butterflies' located within the current working directory.

> heli_images <- getimg("butterflies") 

28 files found; importing images.

# Plot the first image in the list only.

> plot(heli_images[[1]])

# Plot all images, which will progress through

# the sequence automatically.

> plot(heli_images)

We then segment the image and classify the pixels of all images 

into discrete colour or luminance categories, in this instance using 

k- means clustering, to create a colour- classified image matrix. The 

function classify() will carry this out, though there are numer-

ous specific ways in which it may be achieved, including automat-

ically or �interactively�, with the option of a reference image as 

template. Since our images are heterogeneous, it is simplest to use 

the interactive version of classify(), which will cycle through 

each image and ask the user to manually identify a homologous 

sample from every discrete colour or luminance class present, 

which are then used as cluster centres.

# Interactively colour-classify all images using k-means clustering.

> heli_class <- classify(heli_images, interactive = TRUE)

# Cycle through plots of the colour-classified images, alongside their

# identified colour palettes.

> summary(heli_class, plot = TRUE)

-

rics describing the structure and complexity of the colour pattern 

geometry of model and mimic Heliconius, and by including the vi-

sually modelled colour distances estimated above the output will 

include several measures of the salience of colour patch edges 

as part of the boundary strength analysis (Endler, 2012; Endler 

et al., 2018). We will exclude the white background since it is not 

relevant, simply by specifying the colour- category ID belonging 

to the homogeneous underlay. If the image was more complex, 

such as an animal in its natural habitat, we might instead interac-

tively identify and separate the focal animal and background using 

procimg()

forego the use of images altogether, and instead grid- sample and 

cluster the spectra across the visual scene and use these in di-

rectly in the call to adjacent() (sensu �method 1� in Endler, 2012, 

see package vignette).
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# Construct and inspect a data.frame of pairwise colour and luminance

# distances between all colour classes, built from the earlier

# receptor-noise modelled estimates. Note that we do not bother

# including colour-class ID 1, since that is the white background

# which is to be excluded from the analysis (see below).

# (Alternatively we could include it, and it would simply be ignored).

> distances <- data.frame(c1 = c(2, 2, 3), 

>                                         c2 = c(3, 4, 4),

>                                         dS = c(10.6, 5.1, 4.4),         

>                                         dL = c(1.1, 2.5, 3.2))

> distances

c1  c2 dS dL

2 3 10.50 7.41

2 4 11.76 23.40

3 4 13.29 15.99

# Calculate adjacency and boundary-strength statistics. We specify a

# scale of 50 mm, and note that the 'white' background, which has the class

# ID of 1 in this case, is to be excluded from the analysis.

# We also include the colour distance between all patches, as estimated above.

>       heli_adj <- adjacent(heli_class,

> xscale = 50,

> bkgID = 1,

>                                        exclude = "background",

>                                        coldists = distances)

# Inspect a subset of the resulting data.frame. Variable meanings

# are detailed in the function documentation (see ?adjacent),

# or Endler (2012), Endler et al. (2018), and Endler & Mielke (2005).

> head(heli_adj)[, 1:7]

k N n_off p_2 p_3 p_4 q_2_2  ...

mimic_01 3 345522 6547 0.801 0.130 0.067 0.796

mimic_02 2 1018370 4091 0.835 0.164 NA 0.834

mimic_03 3 265278 6155 0.685 0.198 0.116 0.677

...

We can now inspect the pattern descriptors of particular interest 

and explore the similarity of models and mimics with respect to their 

-

portions of focal colours (top row), measures of pattern diversity and 

complexity (centre row), and the salience of patch boundaries (bottom 

row) are highly correlated between species pairs. This, in conjunction 

with the above modelling, suggests that the overall colour patterns of 

putative model and mimic Heliconius � both spectrally and spatially 

� are highly similar, and are thus predicted to be very difficult to dis-

criminate to the intended avian viewers of their aposematic signals, 

as consistent with theory (Müller, 1879). More interesting questions 

remain, of course, including the degree to which mimics need resem-

ble models to deceive viewers, and the relative importance of differ-

resemblance of species pairs, for which PAVO 2 is well- suited to help 

answer.

|

The integrative study of biological coloration has borne rich fruit, though 

its potential to illuminate the structure and function of much of the natural 

demonstrate, PAVO 2 (and beyond) provides a flexible framework to assist 

researchers studying the physiology, ecology and evolution of colour pat-

terns and visual perception. We appreciate bug reports and suggestions, 

via email or the Github issue tracker https://github.com/rmaia/pavo/issues.

|

Many of the methods applied in PAVO 2 are described in detail in their 

original publications � as listed in the documentation for the rele-

vant functions � to which users should refer and cite as appropriate, 

along with PAVO itself, via this publication.
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